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This book is intended to be a guide to a basic understanding of the law and how

to apply the practice to your own situations. It has been written with the purpose

of assisting people currently engaged in a lawsuit – litigants –, and those dealing

with a legal matter by themselves. The information provided can be no more than

of a general nature, and although every care has been taken to ensure that it is

correct, we cannot be responsible for any action taken as a result of using this

guide. ‘The Law Guide’ is educational in nature and does not constitute a

definitive or complete statement of the law. It must not be used as legal advice,

as the information provided may not relate to the individual circumstances of any

case. You should always consider the need to gain relevant advice on your

specific legal matter before taking any action.



INTRODUCTION

I f  you  are  to  handle  your  own  case ,  f i rst  put  out  of  your  mind

any  thoughts  that  i t  wil l  be  won  or  lost  on  the  day  of  the  t r ia l

before  a  judge .  Cases  are  won  by  careful  preparat ion ,  carr ied

out  long  before  a  case  hits  the  courtroom .

This book does not set out to pretend that civil litigation is easy. It’s not. A lawyer will

have spent three or four years learning the law, and then another two or three as an

apprentice before even suggesting that they are a competent civil litigator. That will only

come after many years of experience. You are not going to be able to match them by

reading this book. No more does this book suggest that it can teach you all the law and

procedure needed to run a civil case. The civil litigator’s bible is the ‘White Book’. It

comes in two large volumes and costs around £750. You would not find it easy reading.

The Civil Procedure Rules which guide all civil cases are not written to be reader friendly,

are constantly being amended and stretch to hundreds of pages with many practice

directions. What this book does do is presume that you have no great wish to be a

lawyer. It might be interesting and useful to know something, but primarily you are here

because you have a problem. You are caught up in a dispute which has all the

indications of having to be resolved by a court. Handing it over to a solicitor to deal is

another problem, for what could be a multitude of reasons. What you want is to know

whether it is going to be possible for you to successfully act in person. Like the answer to

so many questions, the answer is maybe.

Cases turn on the evidence put before the judge. Preparing this evidence and presenting

it as it must be presented is very much something which, with a little guidance, a litigant

in person can do themselves. 90% of what is needed to manage, prepare and present a

case is either common sense or administrative work, which most people can carry out

themselves without difficulty, providing that they have the time, commitment and

organisation skills to invest. If so, this book will help you prepare a winning case. You are

also going to need to know something of tactics. Civil litigation is not dissimilar to a

chess game or a sword fight. 



Self-representing can be a daunting

experience. The court however has a

duty to ensure a level playing field

and make sure that a litigant in

person is not disadvantaged. A judge

must ensure a fair trial, but he or she

cannot run your case for you or give

legal advice. They must remain

impartial, and it is for each side in a

dispute to prepare and present their

case themselves for the judge to

decide. The role of the judge is to

determine the facts of a case and

apply these to the law. Your role will

be to present the facts to their best

advantage, in accordance with the

court rules. The purpose of this book

is to help you do this.

What this book also does is provide

an overview of how to conduct and

manage a civil case in the county

court, which is likely to be dealt with

under the fast or multitrack. It

contains advice and guidance on

each stage in bringing a case

allocated to these tracks to trial. It

covers the ‘basics’ of preparation

and presentation of a case, and will

help in understanding where more

specific help is needed and how it

can be obtained. Nobody would

suggest that going to court is a

pleasant experience, and this book

emphasises that it should be avoided

whenever possible.



CHAPTER  1 .  FIRST
CONSIDERATIONS

You may well have no option. It is either dealing with your case yourself or not having

access to the courts and justice. You will not however be alone. The dramatic cutbacks in

the availability of legal aid for civil cases in recent years and the high cost of legal

representation have of necessity resulted in many people having to represent themselves

in court without a lawyer. In other words to be a litigant in person. The courts are now full

of people acting for themselves and are adjusting to deal with them. Judges take

seriously their responsibility to ensure a level playing field and making sure that litigants

in person are not disadvantaged. Being a litigant in person can however be a frightening

prospect and is not to be undertaken lightly. You will have to navigate through what may

seem an alien world of unfamiliar jargon and complicated rules. You will need to comply

with these rules, and in so doing present the evidence you need to succeed before the

court.  Bringing an action through the civil courts involves a lot of work. Much of this is

administrative however and requires no particular legal knowledge. You will have lists

and schedules to prepare and much copying to be done. This is time-consuming,

although not particularly difficult. Do you have the time to devote to the case or would

your time be better spent elsewhere?

In recent years, many lawyers have been prepared to take on a case on what is

sometimes referred to as an ‘unbundled’ basis. This means that they will take on certain

agreed tasks and parts of the case, and leave you in charge to manage the rest. This can

be a useful basis and allow you to buy in from a lawyer only such legal help as you need.

In this information age, there is a mass of legal information available online. In

straightforward matters, the Citizens’ Advice Bureau may be able to advise and put you

in touch with the lawyer for initial advice without charge. Many solicitors offer up to half

an hour of free advice in the hope of obtaining more work from you, no win/no fee

agreements or damages based agreements (DBA). With DBAs, the solicitor or barrister

will get a share of monies received through the action.

CAN  I  REALISTICALLY  DEAL  WITH  THIS  MYSELF?

WHAT  HELP  COULD  BE  AVAILABLE?



Both the Bar Council and the Law Society operate pro bono schemes, where volunteer

barristers and solicitors undertake work, and give free help and advice without charge.

These schemes are heavily subscribed, and only a very limited number of cases can be

taken on. Might you have an insurance policy which covers your legal costs in bringing a

claim? If so, you need to apply now, as it could be too late when the matter gets

underway. Would a conditional fee agreement (no-win/no fee) with a firm of solicitors be

possible? Or possibly a damages based agreement?

IS  THE  DEFENDANT  WORTH  SUING?

There is little if any point in going to the trouble (and expense) of bringing a claim

against somebody that has no money to pay, even if you get a judgement against them.

Bringing a claim against an insolvent business or a ‘man of straw’ is just throwing good

money after bad. Appreciate that it does not necessarily follow that you will

automatically get your money, even if you obtain a judgement against your opponent. If a

defendant does not pay as ordered by the court, it will be for you to take further action,

which is going to involve yet more of your time and yet further bother and expense. The

court will not initiate enforcement of a judgment, and it will be down to you to take

whatever action appears appropriate. It will certainly involve payment of more court

costs, even if you carry out the work yourself.

Providing that the defendant is solvent, enforcing your judgement may be no particular

problem, but if they are insolvent and have no assets, you may end up getting nothing.

Before deciding whether court proceedings are worthwhile, find out whether the person

you are claiming against owns any property. If they own a house either by themselves or

with another, you will be able to get a charge entered against it if you win your claim,

and eventually have it sold to pay the amount ordered by the court. Does the defendant

have a job or likely to have one before too long? If so, you may well be able to get an

attachment of earnings order. Even if they have no visible income or assets now, is it

likely that they will have in the foreseeable future?

Think very carefully before spending money and effort on claiming against somebody who

is in receipt of benefits or has no visible income. A court bailiff would be able to seize

any assets they have and sell them, but they have no power to enter a debtor’s home if

this is refused, and the prospects for recovery from someone with little more than basic

household content is small.



Beware of claiming against anyone who is in danger of becoming bankrupt or a company

which may go into liquidation. The judgement you obtain would be wiped out in the

bankruptcy, if there are no assets. Ways of enforcing a judgement are considered in

detail in Chapter 19. Is the person you are claiming against likely to disappear or is the

company a fly by night organisation which is likely to be wound up?

There are a number of simple checks which you can make against a potential defendant,

which will help you to work out whether you will be able to get your money if you win. You

can carry out a search on the Insolvency Service website to find out whether an

individual has been made bankrupt. The credit reference agencies such as Experian will

enable you to check a person’s credit score. The Registry Trust allows you to carry out a

search of outstanding court judgements. You can carry out a property search at the Land

Registry to see whether a person owns property which you might be able to get a charge

against. A search at Companies House will tell you whether a company is still trading,

and you will be able to check their previous year’s accounts.

Providing that the defendant is solvent, enforcing

your judgement may be no particular problem, but if

they are insolvent and have no assets, you may end

up getting nothing. Before deciding whether court

proceedings are worthwhile, find out whether the

person you are claiming against owns any property.

If they own a house either by themselves or with

another, you will be able to get a charge entered

against it if you win your claim, and eventually have

it sold to pay the amount ordered by the court.

Does the defendant have a job or likely to have one

before too long? If so, you may well be able to get

an attachment of earnings order. Even if they have

no visible income or assets now, is it likely that they

will have in the foreseeable future? Once you have

a judgement, it will be registered against the

defendant for at least 3 years, causing much

inconvenience and making credit near impossible to

get. His circumstances might well change and he

might decide to pay up to clear his credit record.

Also, it is amazing how men of straw can suddenly

come up with the goods, when hard pressed.



Do you have a cause of action? Is there a legal basis for your claim or defence? It is

not enough to be just morally right or for someone to have treated you unfairly. If you

are going to take a matter to court, you need to show the legal basis for your claim,

and that you are entitled to a remedy, which the law provides on the facts you are

able to prove on a balance of probability.

Consider impartially whether you have a good chance of proving your case if it is

defended on the evidence you are able to prove. Consider the strength of the other

side's evidence and whether you are able to establish what the law says has to be

proved.

Ask a friend to act as ‘devil’s advocate’ and give an opinion. Remember that he that

alleges has to prove, and that you will carry the burden of proving everything you say,

when it is disputed. This burden of proof in a civil case will be on the balance of

probabilities and not beyond a reasonable doubt, as in criminal cases.

You must always be aware that if you lose a case, you are likely to be ordered to pay

the other side’s legal costs, and these could be very substantial.

Weigh up the personal and financial costs of proceeding against these prospects of

success. Keep asking these questions throughout, and especially if the defendant

makes an offer to settle.

EVALUATE  YOUR  CASE  

CONSTRUCTIVELY  AND  IMPARTIALLY

If the answer to these questions is yes and you decide to proceed, next consider the

alternatives to the court.



CHAPTER  2 .  ALTERNATIVES
TO  LEGAL  PROCEEDINGS

There are many alternatives to court action. Court proceedings should always be the last

resort. They are expensive, time consuming, slow and rarely result in an entirely

satisfactory outcome. The alternatives largely fall under the collective title of Alternative

Dispute Resolution (ADR) and are primarily mediation, arbitration and expert

determination. Generally they are easier, cheaper and quicker than court proceedings –

especially for a litigant in person. You should always consider whether a dispute would

be better dealt with outside of the court process, and if so, which form of ADR would be

most appropriate. Some matters, such as applications for injunctions, however can only

be dealt with by the court and are not suited to ADR. Certain claims, such as where

summary or default judgement is likely, may be more quickly resolved through the court

process. The threat of litigation, and the costs and other sanctions that a court can

impose will often focus an opponent's mind on reaching a settlement more readily than

the possibility of ADR.

If you are able to settle your case through mediation, you are going to save yourself a lot

of work, expense, stress and delay. Try first settling directly with your opponent and if this

is not possible, try letting a mediator help negotiate a settlement. Only if this fails and

you have exhausted all other ways of settling should you consider court action as the last

resort. If you have refused and not tried to mediate a dispute, the court may well

penalise you in costs, even if you win your case. Very often, a court will stay a case to

enable you to undertake mediation, and you will be expected to cooperate fully with this.

Even if nothing else is gained, it will give you an understanding of your opponent’s case

and help you to understand the issues more clearly.

MEDIATION

The mediation process is flexible and informal, and has the objective of trying to find a

solution which both parties can live with, rather than deciding rights and wrongs. It will

be an agreed solution, so it is more likely to be complied with than if it had been imposed

by a court. Filing a court action will always constitute a hostile act, which will harden

attitudes and make settling the dispute more difficult. The consequence of court

proceedings will almost always be the annihilation of normal relationships between you

and your opponent.



The legal system is designed to be adversarial, and even if you were not on bad terms

with your opponent beforehand, you can guarantee that you will be after court

proceedings. The relationship between the parties however, who have managed to agree

their differences without beating each other over the head, is more likely to survive than

where they have won or lost following a court hearing. The advantages of mediation are

many. 

By giving you the opportunity to meet face-to-face with the other party, you are able to

speak your mind, fully explain your position and get your grouse off your chest. It will lead

to better communication with your opponent, which can only help both of you to resolve

the issues between you. You will get a better idea of the strengths and weaknesses of

your case and that of your opponent, and help you to understand any underlying issues or

problems which may have led to the dispute. Most important also is the availability of

creative solutions which would not be available from a court.

Mediation looks to the future and not to the past. A mediator will encourage you and

your opponent to not look to blame each other for what has happened in the past and

led to the dispute, but to look forward in order to find a solution to the problem and

reach a settlement to put it all behind you. The aim of the mediator is to assist you both

to reach a solution yourselves and, unlike the court, not to impose a settlement on you

both. If this is not possible and agreement cannot be reached, the mediation will come to

an end and either party is free to start court proceedings if they so wish. All that was

said in mediation is confidential and cannot be disclosed to the court in subsequent

proceedings.

 Even if you believe that mediation would be a waste of time, you must not reject it out of

hand. The courts have powers, and are likely to penalise a party by not awarding them

costs, if they do not agree to mediate before taking court action. A claimant who refuses

an offer to mediate and instead issues court proceedings could well not be awarded the

costs of issuing a claim and attending court, even should he win. Just as important is that

showing an offer to mediate and that the refusal left you no alternative other than to

issue a claim will put you in a good light with a judge. Mediation by its nature however

will only be successful if both parties are willing to compromise, so as to reach a solution.

It could be inappropriate in disputes that have little room for compromise. You can find a

mediator through the Civil Mediation Council or agree one with your opponent. Many

advertise online.



Arbitration is totally different from mediation. Whereas mediators do not decide the

issues and only help the parties to come to an agreement between themselves,

arbitrators decide a case much as would a judge. The main difference is that the rules of

an arbitration can be fixed by the parties and, as this is an out of court process, the rules

of procedure of the court do not apply. Preparation of the case for arbitration is

therefore likely to be simpler for a litigant in person than preparing for a trial at court.

The only common factor with mediation is that it is controlled by the parties. The decision

of an arbitrator will usually be binding upon the parties, as would be the decision of a

judge, and can be enforced as a court judgement. Arbitrators’ decision can be registered

with the court and thereafter enforced, in exactly the same way as a court order. If you

decide to go to arbitration with your matter, therefore it will be decided once and for all,

just as with a court hearing, and you will be bound by the arbitrator’s decision.

ARBITRATION

Arbitrations are most suited to money claims and those of a contractual and technical

nature. If your dispute turns on issues where technical experience would be useful to give

an understanding, such as with building and construction or the technical side of a

business, it could well be better to have it decided by an arbitrator with knowledge of

these areas rather than a court judge with no specialist knowledge other than the law.

They are not particularly well suited to family or neighbour disputes, which often contain

a large emotional element. Just as with mediation, you will need to agree with the other

side to arbitrate, unless you have a contract with them containing an ‘arbitration clause’,

in which case you will have already agreed to arbitrate any dispute that occurs.

Arbitration clauses are common in construction contracts, employment contracts and

many of those for the provision of professional services. By agreeing to arbitration, you

will usually be giving up your right to take the case to court.

Although not as formal as court proceedings, an arbitration will follow an agreed

procedure and not have the informality of a mediation. Rules of evidence will need to be

established, although these are likely to be more relaxed than with court proceedings.

The arbitration process is adversarial in the same way as with that of the court, and

similarly results in an antagonistic approach .There are many organisations which provide

arbitration services and have panels of arbitrators with experience in a variety of fields.

They will be able to provide a list of suitable arbitrators, and it will be for you to agree

this with your opponent and negotiate the arbitrator’s fee. In this, it will be very similar to

selecting a mediator.



If you decide to go to arbitration, the question will arise as to whether you need to

instruct a lawyer. In most mediations you will not, but as arbitrations are akin to court

proceedings, in that legal issues will be critical and as you will not be able to have a

second ‘bite of the cherry’, it may well be wise to do so. You will need to prepare your

case for presentation to the arbitrator and, unless the facts and legal implications are

very straightforward, you could be disadvantaged by not having a lawyer to help.

Arbitration is likely to be less expensive and quicker than court proceedings. An

arbitration hearing can usually be arranged with a minimum of delay and the arbitrator’s

fees may well be less than court fees for a fully contested case. If there is a

disadvantage, it is that arbitration does little to heal bad feelings between those

involved. Unlike mediation, it does not look to the future but focuses on the past and

issues of right and wrong, rather than what now needs to be decided to resolve the

dispute and allow the parties to move on.

EXPERT  DETERMINATION

Expert determination is a flexible alternative

procedure for the resolution of disputes, based

upon the decision of an independent third party.

It is often the quickest and most effective way of

resolving disputes which are relatively simple in

content or are essentially technical in nature and

where those in dispute agree beforehand to be

bound by the decisions of an independent

expert. The expert asked to decide the dispute

should have extensive experience of the subject

matter, and be able to understand and assess

the matters quickly, and usually without the

submission of evidence from other experts.

Expert determination is mainly appropriate for

disputes of a technical nature. The advantages

are the simplicity of the procedure and as with

arbitration the low cost, when compared to court

action. The parties can agree the terms on which

the expert is to be appointed. The extent of his

powers will be defined as agreed by the parties

and will usually only be open to challenge on

limited grounds and not open to appeal.



CHAPTER  3 .  

PRE -ACTION  PROTOCOLS

Practice directions are incorporated into The Civil Procedure Rules, which include a

number of pre-action protocols which must be followed before court proceedings are

commenced for most types of claims.  They encourage out of court settlements as well as

mediation and alternative dispute resolution, as means of resolving the case and saving

court’s time and resources as well as minimising the expenses of all parties. Pre-action

protocols cover a spectrum of procedural requirements, and particularly:

The idea behind these protocols is to encourage contact between the parties and, where

possible, help settlement and avoid the need for court proceedings. They call for

communication and exchange of information to allow both parties to fully investigate the

claim at an early stage and understand the other’s case. The protocols are intended to

ensure a ‘cards on the table’ approach, and to set out an obligation and timetable for

the exchange of information before proceedings are commenced. The rules make it clear

that pre-action conduct is specifically not to be used as a weapon or tactical device to

secure an unfair advantage for one party or to generate unnecessary costs.

All pre-action requirements must be interpreted in the context of the overriding objective

of the courts, which is to deal with cases justly and includes minimising unnecessary

expenditure, conserving court resources, making sure the parties are on an equal footing,

and ensuring that cases are dealt with fairly, expeditiously and proportionately, having

regard to the complexity, importance, value of the claim and the respective financial

positions of the parties. The court has the power to impose sanctions against a party not

complying with a protocol. If a party fails to comply, it may result in an order for costs

being made against them. If non-compliance has led to proceedings which might

otherwise not have been needed, costs are likely to be awarded against the non-

compliant party. Special pre-action protocols apply to particular kinds of cases:

the need to disclose information or documents in relation to the cause of action;

the need to correspond, and potentially meet, with the person or entity involved in the

dispute;

considering alternative dispute resolution (ADR) as an alternative to court

proceedings; and

conducting genuine and reasonable negotiations, with a view to settling without

recourse to court proceedings.



construction and engineering disputes

defamation

personal injury claims

clinical (medical) negligence disputes

professional negligence

judicial review

disease and illness claims

housing disrepair cases

libel.

Other cases which fall outside of these special protocol are to be dealt with in the same

spirit and in accordance with the overriding objective of the court. The approach to all

disputes should be as follows:

The claimant should write a reasonably detailed and self-contained letter of claim

enclosing copies of essential documents and asking for those in the defendant’s

possession.

The claimant should set a reasonable timescale within the terms of the letter for the

defendant to admit or deny liability and for many claims 1 month is suggested as a

reasonable time.

The defendant should acknowledge the letter within 21 days and should reply within

the suggested timescale if at all possible or, as a minimum, explain the steps that are

being taken to look into the matter and when a full reply is likely to be possible.

If the defendant’s reply accepts the claim, it should acknowledge this and make

proposals for settlement. If the claim is disputed, then the defendant should explain

the reason why and enclose any essential documents that will be necessary to

support this.

Both parties should reply to the other’s reasonable requests for further information.

Both parties should show a willingness to consider a settlement including any

mediation or other form of ADR.

What is considered to be reasonable conduct will vary depending on the nature of the

case, but the approach set out above should be regarded as a good starting point for

reasonableness.



THE  LETTER  OF  CLAIM

Where a special pre action protocol applies, the claimant must therefore write a formal

letter of claim to his opponent setting out the basis of their claim, the loss incurred, and

any other relevant information. The letter of claim should:

The defendant must acknowledge the letter of claim promptly and give a detailed written

response within a reasonable time. Both parties should then engage in genuine and

reasonable negotiations, and only if these fail should court proceedings be commenced.

Your letter of claim should include:

your full trading name and address;

the basis of the claim;

a clear summary of the facts on which the claim is based;

what the you want from the defendant, 

a list of the essential documents on which you intend to rely;

set out the form of ADR (if any) that you consider the most suitable and invite the

defendant to agree to this;

state the date by which you consider it reasonable for a full response to be provided

by the defendant;

identify and ask for copies of any documents not in your possession and which you

believe relevant to the claim or defence.

provide all necessary details to enable the defendant to investigate the claim; •

enclose copies of documents which the claimant intends to rely upon in support of

their claim;

require a prompt acknowledgement of the letter and a full reply within a reasonable

time;

request any information or documents which the claimant wishes to see;• consider the

issue of mediation and alternative dispute resolution as an alternative to court

proceedings.

This should enable the defendant to understand and investigate the issues without

needing to request further information. Unless the defendant is known to be legally

represented, the letter should refer the defendant to Practice Directions, and in

particular draw attention to the court's powers to impose sanctions for failure to comply

with the Practice Direction.



Inform the defendant that ignoring the letter before claim may lead to the claimant

starting proceedings and may increase the defendant's liability for costs. Where the

claimant is a business and the defendant is an individual, you should:

Where the defendant is unable to provide a full response within the time specified in the

letter before claim because the defendant intends to seek debt advice, then the written

acknowledgment should state from whom the advice is sort and when this advice is

expected, usually within 14 days. But you need not allow the defendant time to seek debt

advice if you know that the defendant has already received relevant debt advice and the

defendant's circumstances have not significantly changed, or if the defendant has

previously asked for time to seek debt advice but has not done so.

provide details of how the money can be paid, for example the method of payment

and the address to which it can be sent;

state that the defendant can contact the claimant to discuss possible repayment

options and provide the relevant contact details, and inform the defendant that free

independent advice and assistance can be obtained from organisations.

LETTER  BEFORE  ACTION

For all other cases where a special protocol is not prescribed, the practice direction just

calls for a reasonable approach, including sending a letter before action. Apart from

being a requirement, this is a sensible last step before committing to court action. A

letter before action may well prompt an offer of settlement and make the issue of

proceedings unnecessary. A well-prepared letter will also help to set the stage and

define the issues.

The letter should be formal and leave no doubt that, if they do not pay-up within a

specified time, they will face court proceedings. It will be useful as evidence if you have

to take legal action. A copy of it will show that you have attempted to resolve the

dispute before going to court. It will also show that the defendant was warned that legal

action would follow if they failed to pay, and make it more likely that you will be awarded

your costs of bringing the action.It can sometimes be a good idea to prepare the claim

and attach a copy to the letter before action to show that you mean business, that all is

done ready to commence the action, and that all you have to do now is deliver the claim

to the court.



CHAPTER  4 .  

THE  CIVIL  COURTS

The vast majority of civil cases will be dealt with in the County Court. Only very high

value claims of over £100,000 or those of particular difficulty or public importance will be

heard in the High Court. County court cases are managed and heard by district judges

and the more senior circuit judges. Claims are allocated to one of three tracks, which will

be dependent mainly upon its value, but also its importance to the parties and difficulty.

District judges will deal with small claims track cases, most fast track cases and they will

manage and give directions for multitrack claims, which will be heard by circuit judges.

Appeals from the decision of a district judge are decided by a circuit judge. In all but

exceptional cases, only one judge will hear a case and in effect sit as judge and jury, by

deciding both the facts of a case and the law which applies.

Cases will be allocated to be dealt with under one of the three ‘tracks’. There are a

number of matters which the Court will take into account when allocating a claim. The

value of the claim is one factor; however other factors may well become apparent such

as:

the remedy;

the complexity of the facts or evidence;

the number of parties or likely parties;

the value of any counterclaim or Part 20 Claim and the complexity of those matters;

the amount of oral evidence that is required;

the importance of the claim to persons who are not party to the proceedings;

the views expressed by the parties and;

service of the parties.

The court will decide the financial value of the claim. When assessing the value of the

claim for the purposes of the track, it will disregard an amount not in dispute, interest,

costs and any contributory negligence.



THE  SMALL  CLAIMS  TRACK

Claims with a monetary value of under £10,000 (£1,000 for personal injury claims), where

the hearing is not expected to take more than a day, will usually be allocated to the

small claims track and be heard by a district judge. The intention is that small and

straightforward claims can be dealt with quickly and simply. The key to small claims

disputes is simplicity. The key words are ‘no fuss – no costs – and no appeal’. It is

intended for and directed towards litigants in person. Many of the court rules which

apply to other cases are either relaxed or not applied. In particular the strict rules of

evidence are not enforced, and disputes are decided on their facts by a district judge in

a way similar to an arbitration, with all the parties sitting around a table in his private

room. Although legal costs are not normally awarded in a small claims track case, the

district judge has a discretion to award costs against a party who has behaved badly or

unreasonably brought a claim.

This is the normal track for claims between £10,000 and £25,000, which will not last more

than one day, and where expert evidence is limited to 1 expert for each party, in no more

than two areas. Cases allocated to the fast track will be the more straightforward cases,

which are simpler to prepare and present, and although lawyers appear and are

instructed by some litigants, the majority of parties are self-represented. Trials will usually

take place in the county court where they are proceeding. It is likely the trial judge order

witness statements to stand as the parties’ evidence in chief, and otherwise control the

evidence to be presented. The normal rule is that costs in fast track cases will be dealt

with by the trial judge, by way of summary assessment at the end of the trial.

THE  FAST  TRACK

THE  MULTITRACK

Cases allocated to the multitrack are dealt with by a circuit judge, and are those which

are likely to involve a lengthy trial with considerable documentation. The track to which a

case is assigned will have significant cost implications. The only costs awarded in a small

claims case will be the court fee paid by a successful party together with their travelling

costs, loss of earnings and any expert’s fee up to £200.In a fast track case, the winning

party will usually be able to claim his costs against the losing party, based on a fixed

scale. Costs will always be at the discretion of the judge, who will usually assess them

immediately following giving his decision. Costs in a multitrack claim are usually fully

recoverable by the winning party, and can therefore be substantial.



THE  RULES  OF  COURT

All civil cases are governed by the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR). They are available online.

The rules are complemented by a number of Practice Directions, which are constantly

reviewed and changed from time to time. The prime purpose of the rules is in (CPR 1) and

requires the court to deal with all cases justly. This is defined as including proportionality

and providing a fair allocation of the court’s resources. The court must therefore not only

deal fairly between the parties, but must also have regard to the fact that resources are

limited and the demand high. This is the overriding objective. The judge in a case is

required to actively manage the case and to ensure that there is a ‘cards on the table’

approach by the parties. The judge must further ensure that the parties are on an equal

footing. The standard of proof in civil cases is the balance of probabilities. The court’s

case management powers are extensive. A judge must not only seek out the true facts of

a case and apply the law but must also be concerned with the expense, proportionality

and demands upon the court’s resources. These powers are exercised by making orders

commonly known as ‘directions’. They will usually contain time limits which must be

complied with. These time limits are important, and there can be sanctions if they are not

complied with.

The rules set out that dealing with a case justly and at proportionate cost includes, so far

as is practicable:

ensuring that the parties are on an equal footing;

saving expense;

dealing with the case in ways which are proportionate

to the amount of money involved;

to the importance of the case;

to the complexity of the issues; and

to the financial position of each party;

ensuring that it is dealt with expeditiously and fairly;

allotting to it an appropriate share of the court’s resources, while taking into account

the need to allot resources to other cases; and

enforcing compliance with rules, practice directions and orders.

The court must further the overriding objective by actively managing cases. This includes:



encouraging the parties to co-operate with each other in the conduct of the

proceedings;

identifying the issues at an early stage;

deciding promptly which issues need full investigation and trial, and accordingly

disposing summarily of the others;

deciding the order in which issues are to be resolved;

encouraging the parties to use an alternative dispute resolution procedure, if the

court considers that appropriate and facilitating the use of such procedure;

helping the parties to settle the whole or part of the case;

fixing timetables or otherwise controlling the progress of the case;

considering whether the likely benefits of taking a particular step justify the cost of

taking it;

dealing with as many aspects of the case as it can on the same occasion;

(j) dealing with the case without the parties needing to attend at court;

(k) making use of technology; and

(l) giving directions to ensure that the trial of a case proceeds quickly and efficiently.



CHAPTER  5 .  

ISSUING  A  CLAIM

Do not rush into making a claim. Make sure you have complied with all necessary pre-

action protocols? Is there any possible alternative to court proceedings? Do you have all

your evidence available? Are you sure of your opponent’s identity and that they can be

served with the proceedings?

Court proceedings are commenced by issuing a claim in the claim form prescribed in the

CPR. The claim form you use will depend upon the type of claim you are making and what

you are asking the court to do. Where there is likely to be a dispute over the facts and

when you are making a claim for money or damages, the claim will be dealt with under

Part 7 of the Civil Procedure Rules (CPR) and you will use the Part 7 claim Form N1. If

there is no factual dispute and you need the court’s decision on a particular matter, it

will be decided under Part 8 CPR and you will use the Part 8 claim Form N208. All Part 7

money claims are now issued from the National Court Centre in Salford Manchester. Their

address is

County Court Money Claims Centre (CCMCC)'

PO Box 527

Salford, M5 0BY.

THE  CLAIM  FORM

If a defence is filed, the parties will be sent an allocation questionnaire which must be

returned to a local county court, which will usually be the court for the area where the

defendant lives. This court will then manage and hear the case, unless an application is

made to transfer the case to another court. You will set out the nature of your claim on

Form N1 if it is a Part 7 money claim. The claim form calls for a short description of the

nature of the claim such as:

• Claim for monies due under a dishonoured cheque

• Claim in damages for loss and injury from a motor accident

• Money due under a contract for services

• Unpaid debt

• Claim against tenants for unpaid rents



The value of your claim will be the amount, disregarding interest and court costs.

Remember that if the claim is for more than £10,000, it is likely to be assigned to the fast

or multitrack, and if you want it to be dealt with as a small claim, with the advantages of

informality and little risk of being ordered to pay costs should you lose, you must keep

your claim under this amount. If the amount you are claiming is uncertain or you wish the

court to decide, just put ‘not more than £10,000’ or as appropriate. The amount you claim

will determine the court fee for issuing the proceedings, so do not exaggerate the

amount you expect to recover or you will end up paying more than necessary in court

fees. The amount of the court fee increases dramatically for claims over £10,000, and you

will be charged 5% over the amount claimed.

ONLINE  CLAIMS

You can alternatively make your claim online using the court services money claim online

procedure. Money claim online (MCOL) can be a fast and fairly efficient way to make a

money claim. It is a government scheme run by her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunal service

(HMCTS), intended to make the issue and administration of small claims possible online.

To encourage its use, a reduction is allowed on the court issue fee charged. MCOL

enables a claimant to not only issue a claim online, but also check the status of the

claim, and request entry of judgement and enforcement by warrant of execution.

Payment of the court fee is made using a credit or debit card. Defendants can also use

MCOL to respond to a claim. Full instructions and how to register as a user are provided.

A customer Help Desk is available based in Northampton, which can be contacted either

by phone or e-mail. The information required to make a claim is much the same as if you

use the paper system. You must complete your details as claimant and provide the name

and address of the defendant, and then proceed to set out the basis and amount of your

claim.

Claims are then issued through the bulk processing centre in Northampton, which sends

out the documentation to the defendants in the name of Northampton County Court. If

defended, the case will be transferred to the defendant’s home court, if he is an

individual. Online issue of a claim is fairly straightforward. You must however have an

address in England or Wales, as must the defendant. The service is only available

however to claim a specified amount of money (under £100,000) against a maximum of

two defendants. You cannot therefore claim for such as injuries sustained in an accident

or damages for faulty goods.



The first step is to register with the website. You will receive a 12 digit user ID for use

with your password. Once registered, you fill in a claim form by answering a series of

questions. It is worth preparing your particulars of claim beforehand, and also working

out any interest you intend to claim on the money owed to you. Registration is only

relatively straightforward and the site fairly user friendly, if measured by government

standards. It is important to save all information as soon as entered or it could be lost.

Your particulars of claim will be limited in size to no more than 1080 characters. If it is

more than this or if you wish to attach a document, such as your contract with the

defendant, you will not be able to use the online service and must issue through the

court. The online service will acknowledge your claim and then serve upon the defendant.

He will be required to respond in the usual way, and can do so online and counterclaim

using the system. If a defence is not received, you can enter judgement in default or

apply for summary judgement online. Once you have judgement, you are able to continue

using the system to apply for a warrant of execution to enforce payment. At any time you

are able to login and view the progress of your claim.

THE  PARTIES  TO  A  CLAIM

The parties to a claim – the claimant and defendant – will usually be obvious, but it is

essential to get it correct. If you do not, you could end up with a useless judgement

which cannot be enforced or have your claim struck out as showing no cause of action

against the named person.

If you (or the defendant) are in business and the claim relates to that business, you

must claim as such and not as an individual. Therefore, a sole trader will sue or be

sued as Mike Smith trading as (or T/A) M. Smith Plumbing and Heating.

A business partnership will sue and be sued in the name of the firm or the individual

partners such as Dee and Co. (a firm).A limited company will be sued in the name of

that company Jones and Co. (Plumbers) Ltd. Service should be affected upon a

company at that company’s registered office, and upon a partnership or sole trader

upon the party’s principle place of business.

A child and any person aged under 18 or someone under a disability must claim or be

claimed against through a litigation friend such as Mary Brown (sued as the mother

and litigation friend of John Brown (a minor).

Claims against an estate. A claim against someone who has died will be brought

against their personal representative or executor of the deceased will: Jim Jones

(sued as the personal representative of Sarah Jones deceased).



There can be more than one claimant or defendant, such as a husband and wife or a

business partnership and the individual partners. Two or more joint defendants are often

better than one, but make sure that you have the address for service, as all defendants

must be served. Use the most complete name you know. Initials are okay and can be used

where the full name is not known



CHAPTER  6 .  THE

PARTICULARS  OF  CLAIM

This is where you explain why you are entitled to a judgement from the court. Your

Particulars (or Statement) of Claim should set out fully and clearly, in narrative form,

what is alleged against the defendant and how this has resulted in you suffering a loss.

Set out concisely, in chronological order, using numbered paragraphs, the basis of your

claim. Strike a balance between brevity and providing enough factual information to give

the court and the defendant a clear understanding of your case and what you allege.

This is not where you must prove your case; that will come later. 

You are only setting out what you are claiming for and the basis of the claim. Therefore,

you do not have to provide any evidence to prove your claim or go into any great detail.

All you need here is what has happened and the reasons why the defendant is liable to

you. Make sure however that you do have the evidence to prove everything you allege

against the defendant. If you make a claim or allegations which you cannot prove, this

could be held against you and effect your claim. If you allege something, you must be

able to prove it.

There is no need to state the law or the legal basis for your claim. You simply need to set

out the facts which go to make your claim. A good particulars of claim will simply contain

clear facts, without the need for evidence or the law, and contain nothing unnecessary to

establish the nature of your claim.

You can include your particulars (or statement) of claim on your claim form, or set them

out on a separate sheet, which can be attached or served on the defendant up to 14

days after issue of your claim. It will all depend upon how straightforward your claim

might be. If you set out your particulars of claim in a separate document, attach it to the

claim form and in ‘particulars’ just write ‘see attached’ or ‘to follow’. When preparing your

particulars of claim in a separate document, always start with the title of the case. You

should follow the generally accepted traditional format, which is shown in the Appendix.

Avoid jargon and do not try to use legal language. Try to step back and look at the facts

of your case through the eyes of an impartial person.



Court rules (or practice directions) require that the particulars of claim for certain types

of claims include specified items relating to the claim. For instance, if the claim is for

breach of a written contract, the particulars of claim should have a copy of the contract

attached (or, if it is a large document, the relevant parts). Where the claim is based on

an oral agreement, the particulars of claim should set out the words that were used to

create the oral agreement and state by whom, to whom, when and where they were

spoken. The gist of what was said is usually sufficient. Where your claim is based upon

the conduct of the defendant, you must state when and where the acts complained

about took place. If the claim is based on a breach of contract or an injury arising out of

the defendant’s breach of a duty of care, the particulars of claim must set out the details

of the claimed breach and the relief or remedy sought. If your claim is for the recovery of

goods, you must include the value of the goods.

It is usually best to start off in the first paragraph of your statement of claim by setting

out who is who, and the relationship between you. For example, if you are the owner of X

property and Y is a plumber who you are claiming against, you might say:‘ The claimant is

the owner of a property known as ... The defendant is a firm of plumbers holding

themselves out as competent to carry out plumbing repairs and work. ’Then what

happened. For example, you entered into a contract with the plumber to repair your

drains. Identify the contract by saying whether it was oral or in writing and give a date

and place or where it was made. Next, the cause of action. For example, the plumber

breached the contract by acting negligently and blocking your drains. Then the

consequences. Your kitchen flooded. Now set out the damages you are claiming for the

breach. For example, the cost of a new kitchen.

Make sure that you cover all events needed to prove your claim and that these are set

out in date order. Your account of events should refer to any documents which contain

proof of what happened or was agreed. If you refer to evidence which might be needed

from a third party, make sure that that person agrees to make a statement in due course

and attend court, if needed. It would be a wise move to obtain a written statement from

all potential witnesses straightaway and before you issue your claim. Just about every

claim will include a claim for interest. If you want interest on the money you are claiming,

you must include a claim for interest in your statement of claim. This usually goes as the

last paragraph and you should put: ‘The claimant claims interest under section 69 of the

County Courts Act 1984, at the rate of 8% a year, from [date when the money became

owed to you] to [the date you are issuing the claim] of £ [put in the amount] and also

interest at the same rate up to the date of judgement or earlier payment at a daily rate

of [enter the daily rate of interest].’



To work out the amount of interest you are owed up to the date you start the claim, you

first need to work out the daily rate of interest. Using a calculator, do the

following:0.00022 x the amount of your claim. This gives you the daily rate of interest.

You then need to work out the amount of interest you are owed up to the date you issue

your claim. Count how many days have passed since the money became owed to you and

multiply that number by the daily rate of interest. For example:

If you are owed £1,000, the rate of interest would be as follows:

0.00022 x 1,000 = 0.22

So, the daily rate of interest is 22p.

If the debt became owed to you on 7 March and you are filling in the claim form on 26

April, 50 days have passed.

So, 50 x 0.22 = 11.You can add £11 to the amount you are claiming.

damages limited to £50,000

interest pursuant to statute

costs.

The total figure for interest and the amount you are claiming must be entered in the

‘Amount claimed’ box, in the bottom right-hand corner of the claim form. The fee you will

have to pay to issue your claim will be based on this figure. At the end of your particulars

of claim have a final paragraph where you set out what you are claiming. For

example:And the claimant claims:

Your particulars of claim must be verified by a

statement of truth, which should be written at the

end of the document. Unless you personally confirm

that what is written is true, it will not be a valid claim

and may be struck out. You must therefore put words

to the effect of: ‘I believe that the facts stated in

these particulars of claim are true.’Include your

statement of truth, sign and date and complete the

addresses for where the court should affect service.



COURT  FEES

A court fee is payable by a claimant on issue of a claim. The amount will depend upon

the sum being claimed and whether the claim is issued online through Money Claim

Online or through the county court central Money Claim Centre in Salford. A list of

current court fees is available online, and for claims from 9th March 2015 is:

Further court fees – hearing fees – are payable for the trial.Where the amount claimed is:



up to £300 £25

between £300.01 and £500 £55

between £500.01 and £1,000 £80

between £1,000.01 and £1,500 £115

between £1,500.01 and £3,000 £170

more than £3,000 £335.

A refund of the hearing fee will be made if you notify the court in writing, at least seven

clear calendar days (excluding the date of receipt and date of hearing) before the trial

date or start of the trial week that the case is settled or discontinued. Payment by debit

or credit cards is accepted. Cheques should be made payable to HMCTS (Her Majesty’s

Court and Tribunal Service).A full or partial exemption from court fees may be claimed, if

you are on a low income or in receipt of certain benefits. Application with supporting

documents is on Form 160A, which also provides information on who is eligible.

The court fees are part of the fixed costs which a successful claimant can expect to be

awarded, and payable by the defendant to a claim. You can therefore expect to recover

the court fee you must pay from the defendant so long as you win your claim. Chapter 7.



CHAPTER  7 .  

DEFENDING  A  CLAIM

If court proceedings have been issued against you, the first rule is not to ignore them.

This is not a problem which will just go away. Just because court proceedings have been

started does not mean that it is too late to talk to the claimant. It is always worth trying

to communicate with your opponent, as an agreement may still be reached. Even if an

agreement cannot be reached, you will have shown the court that you have acted

reasonably and have tried to resolve the dispute. You may well be able to agree to

attempt mediation as a more sensible way or resolving the issues. Don’t just assume that

you are judgement-proof because you have no money. Things might change and a court

judgement can be enforced against you for years to come. It will not be subject to the

limitation period, and can be renewed and enforced at any time. If you do not pay a

judgement entered against you, not only will your credit status be affected, but you run

the risk of having the claimant constantly looking over your shoulder to grab any money

you come into.

When a claim is issued against you as the defendant, the court will send you a response

pack, which contains the claim form and various other forms and information needed to

respond to the claim. These will include an acknowledgement of service form, which must

be returned to the court within 14 days. If you indicate an intention to defend the claim,

you will then have a further 14 days (therefore 28 days in total) to file your defence. If

you do not return the acknowledgement of service form, you must file your defence within

14 days from the date shown for service of the claim form. If you do not do so and do not

respond to the claim at all after 14 days, the claimant will be entitled to have judgement

entered for the full amount of the claim. This will subsequently be registered as a county

court judgement and will show up on credit reports. If you decide to admit the claim, you

can use the acknowledgment of service form to offer to pay the debt by instalments.

However, if you admit the claim and do not pay the debt immediately, the claimant will

be entitled to have judgement entered against you. If you agree to make a payment, you

should not send money to the court, but contact or make arrangements directly with the

claimant as to how payment is to be made. If only part of the claim is admitted, both the

defence and the admission forms should be completed. The part admission will be dealt

with in the same way as above, and the claimant can ask for judgement to be entered in

the admitted amount. The remaining disputed amount of the claim will continue as a

defended action.



If you paid the amount claimed before the court proceedings were issued, the defence

form should still be filled in and returned to the court, stating this. Where this happens,

the court will send the claimant Form N236 – Notice of defence that amount claimed has

been paid. They will then have 28 days within which to notify the court whether they

accept this defence or not. If the claimant agrees that the debt was paid before issue,

the proceedings will come to an end; if not, the case will continue. As the claimant will

have incurred court costs in issuing the court proceedings and is likely also to be claiming

interest, the amount that you will have to pay to avoid judgement being entered against

you will be higher than the original debt. If the amount claimed is paid within 14 days of

service of the claim form, the claimant will not be entitled to request a judgement.If the

claimant owes you money or you have some other claim against them, the counterclaim

section of the defence form should be completed. A fee will probably have to be paid –

the amount of the fee will depends on the value of the counterclaim.

If you dispute the claim and file a defence within the time limit, the court will have to

decide how to deal with the case. It will probably be transferred to your local county

court, who will then send you and the claimant an allocation questionnaire with questions

about the case, such as how long it will take and the number of witnesses that will be

needed. If the defendant admits some of the claim and disputes the rest, you will receive

their part admission and defence on Form N9B from the court. A claimant should consider

any defence or counterclaims received carefully, and decide whether you want to

proceed. You may decide that some of the defendant's arguments could succeed. There

is nothing to stop you and the defendant agreeing to settle at this stage, rather than

continuing with legal action.

Even if you as a defendant have no defence to the claim, it is likely to be worth trying to

reach a compromise settlement with the claimant. However good, his claim to proceed

through the court will cause delay, time and trouble. It is highly likely that he will be

willing to offer a discount on what is being claimed for an early settlement and that he

will consider seriously any offer made. The amount you should offer will depend upon the

strength of any defence you might have, and how easily a judgement could be enforced

against you. Very often, the starting point will be you offering an immediate payment

50% of what is being claimed. In all probability this will be refused, but the claimant will

come back with an offer to accept around 80% of the claim. Providing you are able to

make the payment without delay, you may well be able to agree a payment of 75%,

whereupon the claimant discontinues the claim without seeking any costs or interest

against you. If the claimant refuses to compromise the claim, you can always offer to

mediate and ask the court to stay the action whilst mediation is attempted.



ENTERING  A  DEFENCE

If you are the defendant to an action, you must first have clear in your mind what is being

alleged against you. What is the legal cause of action which forms the basis of the

claim? What facts are relied upon to prove that cause of action? What facts are in

dispute between you and the claimant? Are you going to be able to disprove one or more

of the elements which the claimant must prove to establish their case? Make sure that

you have all the documents referred to in the particulars of claim. You can ask for these

from the claimant and obtain an order for their delivery from the court, if necessary. Put

together all the documents you have relating to the claim in date order, and make sure

that your recollection of events is not inconsistent with any of the documents. If your

intended defence will be dependent upon evidence given by another person, make sure

that their recollection of what happened is the same as yours and that they will make a

statement supporting you and come to court if required. Consider whether you are able

and wish to make a counterclaim against the claimant.

You must act at once as there are strict time limits which will apply if judgement in

default is not to be entered against you. You will usually have only 14 days to prepare

and file your defence with the court. If for any reason you are not going to be able to

have your defence ready within this time you can write to the claimant asking for an

extension of the time to submit your defence. If they do not agree to allow you more time

you may then apply to the court (using Form N244) asking for an extension of time. This

will usually be granted and if an extension was unreasonably refused you are likely to be

awarded your costs of making the application. 

If the claimant has issued proceedings without complying with the pre-action protocol or

sending a letter of claim, this will defiantly justify an extension of several weeks.

Otherwise, most judges will allow a short extension particularly to a litigant in person

who can show he needs time to prepare a defence. If you are making a counterclaim

against the defendant, this can be included with your defence which should be headed

‘Defence and counterclaim’. Remember that entering a counterclaim will usually incur a

court fee. The court rules require that a defence include certain information. The

defendant must state:

which of the claimant's allegations in the particulars of claim he denies; 

which he neither admits nor denies, but requires the claimant to prove; 

and which allegations he admits.



Where a defendant denies an allegation, he must state his reasons for doing so and, if he

intends to put forward a different version of events from that given by the claimant, he

must state his own version. A simple denial, without the required explanation and

information, is not acceptable. There is a general rule that if a defendant does not

address an allegation made in the claimant's particulars of claim, then he is taken to

admit that allegation. However, if the defendant sets out in his defence the nature of his

case in relation to the issue to which an allegation is relevant, he is taken as requiring

that the claimant prove the allegation (rather than as having admitted it). If the claim

includes a claim for money, the defendant is taken as requiring that the claimant proves

the amount claimed. The defence should deal with each paragraph of the particulars of

claim, and if the paragraph contains more than one allegation, each allegation within

that paragraph. Make sure that you do not inadvertently admit any allegation by failing

to deal with it in your defence. If part of the defence is that the claimant caused his own

loss or contributed to it, or it is alleged that the claimant failed to mitigate his loss, then

the defence must provide details of the allegations regarding causation and mitigation.

In addition, if the defendant asserts that any of the claimant's claims are time-barred, he

must give details as to the limitation period he is relying on for each such assertion. Draft

your defence by reference to the numbered paragraphs in the particulars of claim. Go

through each numbered paragraph and either admit or deny what is said or alternatively

give a qualified admission or denial. Thus, if you agree with part of what is said but not

all of what is alleged, you may wish to say: ‘Paragraph 5 of the particulars of claim is

admitted, save that …

’Make sure that you deal with every fact and allegation in the particulars of claim. The

rules are that if a fact is not denied it is taken as admitted. Therefore it is essential that

you deny, on a fact by fact basis, everything that you do not accept. You can of course

deny a whole paragraph or simply a particular fact within that paragraph by saying

something such as: 

‘Save that the defendant met with the claimant on 5 July, paragraph 7 of the particulars

of claim is denied.

’Some things must be denied, as if not, the claimant will be able to obtain summary

judgement. Thus, if a breach of contract is alleged, you must deny that you acted in

breach of contract, unless your argument is that no loss arose from the breach.Do not

forget to include a statement of truth at the end of your defence.



COUNTERCLAIMS

If you are intending to make a counterclaim, plead your defence first and then make a

sub-heading of counterclaim. Remember that a counterclaim is a separate claim in its

own right and will be dealt with as such. You must therefore set out all the facts you wish

to rely upon to show a course of action. If these have already been pleaded in your

defence, you may wish to commence your counterclaim by saying in the next numbered

paragraph ‘The defendant repeats his defence in paragraphs 1 to 10 above’. You will end

up by saying: ‘…and the defendant counterclaims damages, interests and costs.’ If the

defendant is making any counterclaims against the claimant, he should file particulars of

such counterclaims with his defence (so that the defence and counterclaim form a single

document).A defendant does not need the permission of the court to file a counterclaim,

unless he wishes to file the counterclaim after he has already filed his defence. When

served with a counterclaim, the claimant must file a defence to the counterclaim within

14 days. If the claimant fails to do so and does not agree a time extension with the

defendant, then in most cases the defendant can obtain a default judgement on his

counterclaim.

SET -OFFS

A set-off is where a defendant seeks to reduce the claim brought against him by alleging

that he is owed an amount by the claimant. It differs from a counterclaim in that it just

reduces the liability alleged – possibly down to zero – and is not an independent claim

against the claimant. It will not entitle the defendant to payment of the sum alleged as

owed.

Where two parties, usually in a contract, each have a claim against the other party, the

claims can therefore be set off against each other. A common example would be where

a tradesman makes a claim in which he alleges that he has not been paid, and the

householder alleges that the work was defective and had to employ another to complete

the work. 

The tradesmen will claim for the price of the contract and the householder set off

against this the cost of having the defective work rectified. If you are alleging a set-off,

you should first set out your defence to the claim and follow this under the heading of

‘the defendant sets off his counterclaim’. Very often, you will both counterclaim and seek

a set-off.



REPLIES

It is not usually necessary to file a reply to a claim. You will usually deal with anything you

want to say which is not included in the particulars of claim or the defence in a witness

statement which will come later on. An exception could be if a claimant accepts that the

defence filed raises an issue which could be correct, but which he has an answer for. A

reply could then be filed in which he deals with the issue raised in the defence and sets

out additional facts to those in the particulars of claim on which he will rely to counter

the defence. There is no need however for a claimant to deny assertions made in a

defence. The rule as to facts being deemed true if not denied does not apply to a

defence. There has to be an end to pleadings. However, if the defence contains a

counterclaim, you must file a defence to this. Time limits will apply, and you must be

certain to deny each and every fact which goes to make the counterclaim. As with all

other pleadings, a reply or defence to counterclaim must contain a statement of truth

and must be dated and signed.



CHAPTER  8 .  

EARLY  JUDGEMENTS

Where a defendant has failed to file a defence or an acknowledgement of service within

the time limits (14 days after service of a claim), or having filed an acknowledgement

failed to file a defence within 28 days of service of the claim, judgement in default can

be obtained. It will not be given automatically by the court. You must apply yourself using

Form N227, if the court is being asked to decide the amount, or using the form sent to

you by the court when acknowledging the issue and service of your claim. Default

judgement cannot be obtained if the claim is made under Part 8 CPR, or is a claim for

the delivery of goods or for mortgage and property possession. It is also not available

where defendant admits the claim and has asked for time to pay.

DEFAULT  JUDGEMENT

A default judgement carries the same weight and status as any other judgement and one

awarded after a hearing. It can however be set aside and, providing an application is

made promptly by the defendant, the court may well set it aside if the defendant can

show reason for not filing a defence within the time allowed, that there is a real prospect

of defending all or part of the claim, or if there is other good reason to set aside or vary

the judgement. If the necessary conditions in Part 12 CPR were not complied with, the

judgement must be set aside of right. If a default judgement is set aside, the court may

order that this is on terms such as a sum of money being paid into court or for payment

of the claimant’s costs incurred by the failure to file a defence within the specified time.

When making an order setting aside a default judgement, the court will usually give

directions for the future conduct of the case.

APPLICATIONS  TO  SET  ASIDE  

A  DEFAULT  JUDGEMENT

A court must set aside a default judgement if you have paid the whole amount owed,

including interest and costs, before the date the application for default judgement was

issued. They must also set aside the judgement if you are able to show that you sent back

an acknowledgment of service or put in a defence within the time limit or asked for more

time to do so. It is not necessary to show that you have a maintainable defence and

there is no time limit for making an application on these grounds.



The court has a discretion and may set aside the default judgement if you are able to

satisfy the judge that you had a good reason for not filing a defence or

acknowledgement of service within the time limit, and that you have a real chance of

successfully defending the claim or that there is some other good reason why the

judgement should be set aside. There is no specified time limit for making an application

to set aside on these grounds, but the court will look at whether it was made ‘promptly’.

Applications to set aside default judgements must be supported by a detailed witness

statement with a statement of truth. The statement in support must deal with:

why you did not respond to the claim in time;

when and how you became aware of the proceedings;

what actions you took once you became aware of the claim;

the reason for any delay in making the application; 

full details of your defence to the claim and if possible a draft defence. 

You must provide as much information as possible to enable the court to judge

whether there is a reasonable prospect of a defence succeeding.

SUMMARY  JUDGEMENT

The court may make an order giving judgement without trial in favour of either a claimant

or defendant on part or all of a claim. However, before giving summary judgement, the

court must be satisfied that either a claimant has no real prospect of succeeding with a

claim or that a defendant has no prospect of successfully defending the claim. In

addition, there must be no compelling reason why the case should go to trial. Orders can

be made on the court’s initiative or on application by a party. 

An application for summary judgement should be made early on in a claim, and probably

as soon as a particulars of claim or defence is received. The notice of application in

Form N244 will need to be accompanied by a witness statement clearly setting out the

facts to demonstrate that the other party has no reasonable prospect of success and

that there is no reason why the case should go to trial. These facts need to be clear-cut,

as the court will not conduct a mini trial and if there is any doubt they are likely to allow

the case to proceed. In so doing, a judge may well impose conditions on a party wishing

to defend or continue with a claim.



The court may strike out a claim or defence which appears to disclose no reasonable

grounds for bringing or defending the action, or where the case appears to be an abuse

of the court’s process. It may also strike out a claim where there has been a failure to

comply with a practice direction or order of the court. A striking out order may be made

of the court’s own initiative or on application by a party. Where a particulars of claim has

been struck out, a defendant will be able to obtain his costs, and where a defence has

been struck out, judgement can be obtained with costs. The court will in addition strike

out a claim which is clearly vexatious, vague, incoherent, scurrilous or ill-conceived. If a

claim does not have a legally recognisable basis, it will be struck out, as will a claim by a

defendant who is trying to re-litigate a matter which has been decided against him.

STRIKING  OUT  A  CLAIM

Applications to strike out a claim or defence will be made on Form N244 with a

supporting statement setting out the basis for the application. It will usually be necessary

to show that, even if all the facts asserted are found to be true, the case would still be

likely to fail. On an application to strike out the court will not engage in fact-finding, but

consider that the facts set out are true but notwithstanding this the case would fail.



CHAPTER  9 .  

OFFERS  TO  SETTLE

Either party may offer to settle the case at any time, up until when the judge makes his

ruling. The CPR encourage offers of settlement to be made, and if offers are made in

accordance with the rules there can be very significant costs savings for the party

making the offer. Whereas the usual rule is that the loser pays all the legal costs of the

winner, Part 36 CPR allows a party to make a formal offer up until three weeks before

trial, which will give protection from an adverse costs order, in the event of the offer not

being accepted and the amount of that offer not being beaten following trial. A

defendant who accepts that he owes the claimant something but that the amount

claimed is too high, should always make a Part 36 offer. A defendant who refuses a

claimant’s offer to settle and continues to trial will face serious penalties, if the amount

awarded against him is the same or more than the amount the claimant agreed to

accept in settlement. He is likely to be ordered to pay an additional 10% of the amount

awarded, together with the claimant’s costs on an indemnity basis, plus interest on the

costs at and entranced rate. To be effective, a Part 36 offer must:

be in writing;

state specifically that it is a Part 36 offer;

specify a period of not less than 21 days within which the defendant will be liable for

the claimant’s costs;

state whether it relates to the whole of the claim or to part;

state whether it takes into account any counterclaim.

If you receive a Part 36 offer, you are entitled to ask for clarification within seven days of

receiving the offer if anything is unclear. When an offer is made to pay a sum of money,

the rule requires that it is paid within 14 days of acceptance. An offer to pay by

instalments can be accepted, but will not automatically provide costs protection, which

will be at the discretion of the judge. It is also quite permissible to make an offer outside

of the Part 36 procedure, and although automatic protection from costs will not be

provided, a judge will consider all offers of settlement when deciding costs at the end of

the trial. All Part 36 Offers are treated as being made ‘without prejudice, save as to

costs’, and a judge will not be aware of them until after giving judgement at a trial. A

Part 36 offer must be accepted in writing. Once accepted, the claim is stayed on the

terms of the offer and can be enforced without the need for further proceedings.

Judgement can be entered for the amount agreed.



This is a letter written with the objective of reaching a settlement which could include an

offer to accept less than the full claim, and sometimes an admission of some liability. The

purpose of a without prejudice offer is that, if the offer is not accepted and is

subsequently withdrawn, the party making the offer will not wish their willingness to

accept a lesser amount to be used as evidence and made known to the judge at trial.

The letter should be headed with the words ‘without prejudice’. It is then not admissible

as evidence, and will not be read by the court until after a decision has been made,

when it could be relevant with regard to the award of costs. 

The purpose of the public policy behind the use of these words is to encourage

discussion and negotiation between parties to a dispute in order that a settlement might

be reached outside of court. The intention is that they should be allowed to negotiate

freely, whilst at the same time being able to take the matter to court if negotiations fail

without the fear that any statements or offers made will be held against them.

WITHOUT  PREJUDICE  LETTERS

Use of the words can however lull you into a false sense of security. It does not

necessarily follow that whatever is said or admitted in ‘without prejudice’

correspondence cannot be used against you in court proceedings. The use of the words

does not automatically make a communication privileged. It is their substance and

purpose that governs this, and even where they are not used, correspondence could be

privileged and not available to the court in evidence. 

The rule will only apply where there is a dispute between the parties which they are trying

to settle. If the correspondence does not relate to settling a dispute, there will be no

privilege whether or not it is marked ‘without prejudice’.

DISCONTINUING  A  CLAIM

You can discontinue your claim (or counterclaim) at any time up until trial. There is no

need to give a reason but you may well have discovered that the risk of continuing and

having to pay the other side’s costs cannot be justified. Where a claim is brought against

two or more defendants, you can discontinue against one and continue against the

other. You can also discontinue part of a claim where separate claims are made in one

action and continue with the one part. The claim is discontinued by filing notice of

discontinuance in Form N279.



The permission of the court is not usually required to discontinue a claim, and you need

only file a notice of discontinuance. However, you will need to obtain the court’s

permission before discontinuing where an interim injunction (such as a freezing order

against a defendant) has been made or where the court has accepted an undertaking

from a party. You will also need to obtain the defendant’s written permission to

discontinue, if an interim payment has been made. If you are one of two or more

claimants, your co-claimant must agree in writing to the claim being discontinued. The

general rule is that if you discontinue your claim, you will be liable to pay the defendant’s

costs of defending, up to the date of discontinuance. Many defendants will however

agree to waive their entitlement to costs, in consideration of you discontinuing and

taking no further action against them. In exceptional circumstances, such as where you

have been misled by a defendant, the court may order that you do not have to pay all or

part of the defendant’s costs.If you discontinue after a defence has been filed and then

regret doing so and wish to issue a fresh claim, it will be necessary to obtain the court’s

permission, if the claim is to be brought on the same facts against the same defendant.



CHAPTER  10 .  

MANAGING  THE  CASE

The court has a duty imposed by the CPR to manage your case. Management will be

carried out by a district judge in the small claims and fast tracks, and either by a district

judge or circuit judge in multitrack cases. This is done by making directions orders, which

are often made of the court’s own initiative, without application by the parties. Where

directions are given without a hearing and hearing from the parties, you can apply to

have the order set aside or varied within seven days of being served with the order.

Otherwise, you must comply with the directions within the time limits imposed or risk

sanctions. Therefore, if you are unable to comply with an order or need more time, it is

imperative that you apply to the court for a variation. It is not generally open to the

parties to agree between themselves directions or a variation of an order made by the

court or time for compliance, especially if this would affect the listing of the case for

trial.

The purpose of directions is to ensure that everything to do with the case is known to the

court and to both parties before there is a full court hearing. There are several purposes

behind this. One is so that it becomes clear which parts of the case are disputed and

which are not – only the disputed parts will need a judge’s decision. Another is so that

the court can make the right arrangements for the hearing, including allowing enough

time for it and selecting the right level of judge. A third – just as important – is so that the

parties themselves get a full understanding of each other’s case.

This third purpose enables the parties to concentrate their preparation on the disputed

issues and to help the judge to reach a decision on them. It also makes it easier for the

parties to ‘settle’ the case – to come to a sensible compromise agreement which makes a

hearing unnecessary. The parties have legal duties both to help the court and to try to

reach agreement. The directions given by the court will usually be based on standard

directions, although those given may well differ in some respects, and have been

adjusted to fit the particular case. Usual orders can include a stay of the proceedings, in

order that the parties might mediate and try to reach a settlement between themselves,

and orders relating to disclosure, witness statements, and setting a timetable for

necessary preparation for the hearing.



If a particular order is required, you should try and agree this with the other side. There is

a duty upon all litigants to act sensibly and, if a direction is reasonable for the conduct

of the case, it should be agreed and requested from the court. If you do not agree a

reasonable request from the other side, a costs order could be made against you.

Applications by a party for a specific direction or variation of a direction order which has

been made are made on Form N244, which should explain why the direction or variation

is required, attach a draft copy of the order which is required and be accompanied by a

statement of truth. It must be served upon the other side at least three days before any

date fixed for a hearing. Most applications will be dealt with without the need for a

hearing, but if the application is unusual or contested by the other side an oral hearing

may be fixed. The Civil Procedure Rules provide standard directions which will be the

starting point when cases have been allocated to a particular track.

SMALL  CLAIMS  TRACK  DIRECTIONS

All parties must file and serve on every other party a copy of all documents which

they intend to use at the trial, at least 14 days before the final court hearing.

The parties should bring the original documents to the final hearing.

The date on which the hearing will take place and the amount of time it has been

allotted by the court.

Encouragement for the parties to reach a settlement of the case before the final

hearing, and an order that they notify the court immediately if they do.

A reminder that parties cannot rely on expert evidence unless the court has given

permission.

A warning that failure to comply with the directions could lead to a case being

adjourned and costs being paid by the party at fault.

FAST  AND  MULTITRACK  DIRECTIONS

Disclosure (followed by inspection) - 4 weeks after allocation;

Exchange of witness statements - 10 weeks;

Exchange of expert reports (where experts have been allowed) - 14 weeks;

Court to send out listing questionnaires - 20 weeks;

Return listing questionnaires - 22 weeks;

Trial - around 30 weeks.

Standard directions for fast track cases will be:



The judge will often fix a ‘window’ for the trial, within which the trial will take place. You

must then inform the listing clerk at the court of any dates which you or any of your

witnesses would be unavailable. Whenever possible, you should agree the date for the

trial with your opponent before contacting the listing section at the court. There are no

standard directions for multitrack cases. Each claim will be case managed according to

its individual need. The judge may use fast track standard directions, case management

conferences or a pre-trial review, or a combination of these.

CASE  MANAGEMENT  CONFERENCES  (CMC )

A case management conference is primarily an informal meeting of all the parties and

the judge to review the progress of a case. Standard directions for fast track cases will

include a date for a case management conference and, at least seven days before this is

to take place, agreed directions should be sent to the court. If these are sensible and

appropriate, they will be agreed by a judge who will make the order, and there will be no

need to attend the CMC.A case management conference can be applied for and should

be held, if the parties are not able to agree appropriate directions for the management

of a case. A judge can decide to hold a case management conference at any time, and

you will be told when and where to attend. Matters which may be considered at a case

management conference include:

Reviewing the steps which you and your opponent have taken to prepare the case;

Making sure that you and your opponent have followed, or are following, any

directions which the judge has given;

Giving any other directions to ensure you and your opponent understand each other's

case;

Noting any agreement between you and your opponent on any part of the case;

Setting a timetable for any other steps which the judge considers necessary;

Monitoring costs.

REQUESTS  FOR  FURTHER  INFORMATION

These are often referred to as Part 18 requests, as they are made under that part of the

Civil Procedure Rules which allows a party to request further details of another party’s

defence or statement of case. Therefore, you may require your opponent to clarify and

provide further information on what is said and any matter in dispute. A request can also

be made in relation to anything which is said in any witness statements or document in

the case.



A request for further information should be made directly to the party from whom the

information is required. It should be in writing and can be in any form including a simple

request in correspondence. Ideally, it will identify by number the paragraph in the

relevant particulars of claim or defence and be confined to what is reasonably necessary

to enable you to deal with the particular point. The reply should be dated and signed and

contain a statement of truth. If your opponent fails to respond to a request for further

information or the reply is vague or incomplete, you may issue an application to the court

for an order that the request is complied with. The court will wish to satisfy itself that the

request is proper and proportionate, and if so, order that it is complied with within a

certain time and make an order for costs in your favour. If the information is still not

provided you should apply for an order that the claim or defence is struck out by way of

an ‘unless order’.



CHAPTER  1 1 .  

INTERIM  APPLICATIONS

An interim application is any application made by either party between the issue of the

proceedings and the trial itself, and will usually be an application to the court for orders

or directions. Applications can be for any variety of orders and will include applications

for extension of time, summary judgement striking out, interim payments, unless orders,

applications for injunction, application for security for costs, amendments of case,

renewing validity of claim form. Costs can be saved by deciding a preliminary issue on

which a case may turn at an early stage. If decided in favour of one of the parties, other

issues may become irrelevant or be capable of being resolved by agreement. An

application for the court to decide a preliminary issue may be made by notice of

application or on agreement by the parties.

A court hearing an interim application is not a trial court, and will not usually hear

witnesses or decide a case. It will be a short application, taking usually around no more

than 30 minutes, applying for some sort of order or direction relating to the case before

a full trial takes place. If it requires longer, it will usually be adjourned to another

hearing.

CASE  MANAGEMENT  CONFERENCES  (CMC )

It is a fundamental principle that in, except for exceptional circumstances, a party

against whom an application is made must be given the period of notice prescribed in

the rules. This will usually be at least three days. It follows that you too must be given at

least this amount of notice if an application is made against you. All documents relating

to your application should be lodged with the court prior to the application being heard.

This will allow the judge hearing the application to read them beforehand and

understand what it is all about. You should attach a draft of the order required with your

notice of application and in appropriate cases a chronology. ‘Without notice’

applications, where the other party is not informed of the application, are allowed only

with the permission of the court or if permitted under the CPRs. They are the exception as

it will give the party which is heard a significant advantage over the other party who will

not have the opportunity to answer the application.



The court may arrange telephone hearings or video conferencing hearings to decide

interim applications in order to save costs and court resources. A draft of the order

required should usually be prepared and issued with the court, together with a completed

Form N244 setting out the order required and brief reasons with any evidence in support.

There will be a court fee to pay. The costs of the interim application will either be

ordered after the application is heard or adjourned, to be decided at the final hearing.

An application for the extension of time can take place at any time in the proceedings, if

one party needs to extend time in order to meet some important deadline, e.g. filing an

important document etc. The court may, on application, extend or shorten the time for

compliance with any rule, practice direction or court order even if an application for

extension is made after the time for compliance has expired.

SECURITY  FOR  COSTS

Where a defendant is confident of successfully defending a claim but fears that the

claimant will not or cannot pay any costs awarded against them, he can apply to the

court early in the proceedings for an order that the claimant provide security for the

costs it may become liable to pay. If made, the order will usually require the claimant to

pay money into the court or provide some other security within a specified period before

it is allowed to proceed with the claim. Security for costs orders can also be applied for

by the claimant against the defendant in respect of any counterclaim, by a respondent to

any appeal and by an appellant to any cross-appeal. The circumstances in which security

for costs orders are made are very limited. They are exceptional orders rarely made, but

a most useful tactic when available. A defendant seeking to obtain an order for security

for costs must be able to show at least one of the following:

that the claimant is resident outside of the EU or certain other countries;

that the claimant is a nominal entity or company where there is reason to believe that

they would be able to avoid paying the defendant’s costs if ordered to do so;

that the claimant has changed his address with a view to availing the consequences

of litigation or has failed to give his correct or any address;

that the claimant has taken steps to put his assets out of reach so as to make it

difficult to enforce any costs order.

You should always apply to the court immediately you become aware of any

circumstances which might persuade a court to make a security for costs order. The court

will always have a discretion, and when considering whether to make an order must

balance any unfairness to the claimant against prejudice to the defendant.



The application should be supported by evidence to establish the relevant criteria and

should contain an estimate of future costs which would be incurred up until trial. If a

security for costs order is made and the claimant fails to make the payment into court,

the defendant may obtain judgement together with an order for costs.

FREEZING  ORDERS

It sometimes becomes necessary, during the course of a dispute, for a party to seek a

temporary remedy in the form of a freezing order or interim injunction. This will be a

separate action within the larger claim, and can be necessary where a party wishes to

preserve the status quo, such as ensuring that money remains in a bank account, until the

case comes to trial. In other cases, an interim injunction is often sought where the other

party, if unrestrained, might cause irreparable or immeasurable damage by continuing

the conduct which has led to the dispute. Interim injunctions may become permanent if

the claimant is successful at trial. In general terms, when exercising its discretion to issue

an injunction or freezing order, the court will need to be persuaded that there is a good

reason why the respondent’s rights should be restricted before the court knows whether

the applicant will succeed at trial. The applicant does not have to prove its underlying

claim at the injunction hearing, but it must show that it has a good arguable case. The

court will not pre-judge the litigation, but must be persuaded that there is a serious

question to be considered. If this is established, then the court has the discretion to grant

the injunction.

An order preserving the status quo can be made where it appears that a defendant is

continuing with an action that could make matters worse before trial. For example, the

court could order a party to keep safe a particular article which is being claimed and not

to dispose of it before trial. Similarly, an order not to do something can be made such as

to stop building or trespass on land which is being disputed. The court can also make

orders for an interim payment of monies to a claimant in respect of damages in a

personal injury claim, where it is clear that the defendant will be liable for some

payment, should the matter come to trial. Orders can be made for payment of money or

assets into a nominated account or into court. It will be necessary to show that there is a

serious question to be tried and that the balance of convenience shows the need to

make an interim order. It will not be necessary for a claimant to show that he has a good

case which is likely to succeed but only that his claim is genuine and not obviously

hopeless. Once this has been shown, the judge must consider all the relevant

circumstances and decide whether the balance of convenience lies with or against

making an order.



CHAPTER  12 .  DISCLOSURE

OF  DOCUMENTS

All parties in a case will be obliged to disclose all documents in their possession which

relate and are relevant to the issues in dispute. This includes not only paper documents

but also anything in electronic, video or audio form. It is an important obligation which

must be taken seriously, as it will go hard on a party who has failed to disclose or

attempted to hide a relevant document. The obligation continues to the end of the case,

and if anything comes to light subsequent to formal disclosure you must tell the other

side and the court. Disclosure of documents will be ordered early in a case and can be

given using Form N265. You will be required to list and identify each document which are

in your control or possession, and set out separately any which are privileged or which

you no longer have. The list must be confirmed by a disclosure statement as to its truth,

filed with the court and served on the other side.

You must therefore carry out a search for any documents relating to the dispute and list

them in chronological order. These must include the documents you intend to rely upon,

but also you must disclose any documents which adversely affect or support the other

party’s case. If you are uncertain as to whether a document needs to be disclosed, it is

best to err on the side of caution and include it. A privileged document need not be

disclosed to the other side. The relevant types of privilege are likely to be ‘legal advice

privilege’ and ‘litigation privilege’. Legal advice privilege attaches to confidential

communications and evidence of those communications, between a client and their

lawyers which were created for the purpose of giving or obtaining legal advice. Litigation

privilege relates to confidential documents that were created for the dominant purpose

of actual or pending legal proceedings. It includes documents prepared by employees

and third parties.

The brief description required on the disclosure form will be something along the lines of:‘

letter from A to B dated …..’ or ‘claimants invoice dated …..’  If there has been a lot of

correspondence passing between the parties, you need only bundle them together and

put ‘correspondence between the parties between (dates)’.In a straightforward case,

where there are likely to be few documents and you are confident that the other side are

not holding anything which could affect your case, it is permissible to agree with the

other side an exchange of documents and to dispense with formal disclosure.



SPECIFIC  DISCLOSURE

Specific disclosure is where the court orders a party to disclose a particular document or

carry out a particular search for a document which could be important to the case. If you

believe that your opponent has not disclosed a particular document, you may ask the

court to make an order for specific disclosure. This must be supported by a witness

statement, setting out the documents you wish to be disclosed and explaining why you

believe there has been a failure to disclose in relation to these. You must be able to

demonstrate that the disclosure required is proportionate to the issue.

Both the applicant and the respondent are likely to be parties to subsequent

proceedings;

The documents disclosure of which is sought are ones to which the respondent’s duty

under standard disclosure would apply if a claim had been issued; 

Pre-action disclosure is desirable in order to (a) dispose fairly of the anticipated

proceedings; (b) assist in resolving the dispute without issuing a claim; or (c) save

costs.

PRE -ACTION  DISCLOSURE

An application for pre-action disclosure will usually be sought where it seems that

insufficient information has been provided in the letter before claim or letter of response,

to allow the party to fully understand what is being alleged. The court may order pre-

action disclosure where the following conditions are met:

THIRD  PARTY  DISCLOSURE

Orders for disclosure can be made against a person or company not party to a case.

Thus, an application can be made for an order that a third party disclose a document

which supports your case, or adversely affects your opponents. A witness statement

explaining the basis of the application and the orders sought will be required.

INSPECTION  OF  DOCUMENTS

Each party is entitled to look at and require copies of the documents disclosed in another

party’s list. Any objection to inspection will be set out in the list, where the disclosing

party has a right or duty to withhold inspection of the document, for example if a

document is privileged, or where the disclosing party considers it would be

disproportionate to permit inspection of documents within a particular category. This

latter objection can be challenged.



CHAPTER  13 .  

WITNESS  STATEMENTS

Once you have disclosed all documents relating to the case, you will need to comply with

the directions which have been given as to exchange and filing of the statements of the

evidence which the witnesses you intend to call will give at the trial. All witnesses who

you intend to call to give evidence in support of your case must first make a witness

statement, which has to be disclosed to the other side. The court will set a timetable for

preparation of witness statements, with the date for them to be filed at the court and

exchanged with the other side. The reason behind this is the requirement that each party

to litigation understands what is being said and the case against them. There must be a

‘cards on the table approach’, and you are not allowed to take your opponent by surprise

at the trial of the matter by raising matters which have not previously been disclosed and

allowed your opponent to have the opportunity to respond.

The court may limit the issues to which a witness statement is to be directed, when giving

directions, and may limit the number of witnesses who can make statements. Long

rambling statements by a long cast of witnesses, all saying much the same thing, has to

be avoided, and often a short statement by one witness confirming the facts set out by

another is all that is required. In most cases, a witness statement will stand as that

witnesses ‘evidence in chief’ at the trial. He or she will simply confirm the truth of their

witness statement when giving evidence, and then be cross-examined by the other side,

if they wish to do so. A witness statement will deal just with the factual issues of the

case. It will contain statements of fact and not opinion, unless prepared by an approved

expert witness. All witness statements must comply with Part 32 CPR and be headed with

the case title, state the full name, address and occupation of the witness making the

statement, be divided into numbered paragraphs, and contain a signed statement of

truth. The witness statement will basically tell the story and do so in chronological order,

from start to finish. It must contain simply those facts of which the witness is personally

aware. The purpose is to get your version of events clearly explained to the judge and

your opponent. This is best achieved by writing in clear, untechnical language, starting at

the beginning with the background and moving through events in chronological order. It

is often a good idea to divide the witness statement into sections, each with their own

subheading. If you wish to refer to documents, you can either attach these as an

appendix to the witness statement or refer to them by their reference number in your list

of documents.



Only include that which is relevant. If you include a mass of irrelevant information, this

will only distract from that which is important. Make sure however that everything you

want said in support of your case is included, as otherwise you may not be able to bring

this out at the trial. A judge may prevent a witness from giving oral evidence which is not

been previously given in a witness statement. Don’t forget to include a statement of truth

to the effect that ‘I believe that the facts stated in this witness statement are true’. In so

doing, remember that making an untrue statement in a witness statement is perjury,

which can result in a fine or even imprisonment. Just as important, it could well result in

honest true evidence not being believed.

EXCHANGE  OF  WITNESS  STATEMENTS

The directions order will provide a date for exchange of witness statements with your

opponent, and the usual procedure is for each to send by first class post on the same

day. You should advise your opponent once you are in a position to exchange your

witness statements for the date of exchange to be agreed. Agreement between you for a

short extension of time is just permissible, but if for more than a couple of days, the

permission of the court will need to be obtained. There will be a need to have a good

reason, and the court will not extend time simply because it is agreed between the

parties. If you are ready to exchange but your opponent is not, you may serve your

witness statements unilaterally. The risk however in doing so is that your opponent might

take advantage and amend their statement accordingly. The better course is probably to

make clear in correspondence that you are ready to exchange and will bring your

opponent’s failure to the attention of the court on an application for an ‘unless order’. If

made, this will be an order of the court that unless they exchange by a certain date, they

will not be able to call evidence from this witness.

FURTHER  WITNESS  STATEMENTS

Having received your opponent’s witness statements, you may well wish to respond. It

may be that issues have been raised which you have not dealt with in your witness

statement. Otherwise, new matters might have occurred as the case progresses, which

you wish to bring to the court’s attention. The Rules do not make provision for statements

in reply or additional statements without permission from the court. You will therefore

have to make an application for permission to serve additional witness statements.

Providing that you do this immediately the need arises, and if the service of further

statements will not delay the trial, the court is likely to grant the request in the interest of

a fair hearing.



Sometimes a witness, for reasons of their own, will refuse to attend court to give

evidence. You can compel a witness to attend the trial and give evidence by issuing a

witness summons, if you are prepared to run the risk of your reluctant witness not saying

what you wish them to say. In order to obtain a witness summons, you must apply to the

court by completing Form N20. A separate witness summons is required for each witness

whose attendance at court is sought. Generally, it is not necessary to obtain the

permission from the court, but if the trial at which the witness is required to give

evidence is in less than 7 days’ time, permission will first be required. When seeking a

witness summons, you must pay or offer to pay a reasonable sum to cover the witness’s

travel to and from the court, together with a sum representing compensation for the

witness’s loss of time suffered as a result of him having to attend the court.

RELUCTANT  WITNESSES

As it is not satisfactory for a witness's evidence not to be

known prior to trial, a summary can be served only where the

party could demonstrate that it was unable to obtain a

statement. The party wishing to rely on a witness summary

must show a clear refusal to assist.  The refusal could be

express or implied, but a mere suspicion that a witness would

not cooperate is not sufficient. Silence from a prospective

witness is also insufficient. In appropriate circumstances, a

witness’s evidence could be given by video link. Bear in mind

however that the weight attached to the evidence of a

witness who has not given oral evidence and allowed your

opponent the opportunity to cross-examine will be much

reduced.

If you need evidence to prove your case from a witness who is refusing to make a

statement or is unavailable to do so, you can apply to the court for permission to prepare

a ‘witness summary’, which you will then serve upon your opponent, the court and the

witness. This will be a summary of what you expect the witness to say. If there is a good

reason for the witness’s non-attendance at court, such as illness or being overseas, the

judge will have the discretion of admitting the evidence. Unless the court orders

otherwise, a witness summary must be served within the period in which a witness

statement would have had to be served.



CHAPTER  14 .  

EXPERT  EVIDENCE

The permission of the court is always required before expert evidence is admissible. The

reason is that whereas anyone can give evidence of what they have seen and heard,

expert evidence will be an opinion on the subject matter of the dispute. It is therefore

important that the expert witness has the required knowledge and experience for his

opinion to be taken into account, and for the cost of employing an expert to be

proportionate to the issues in dispute and controlled by the court. An expert witness will

be required to compile a written report, and only rarely will they be called upon to give

oral evidence. The report will be for the benefit of the court to which the expert owes a

duty and not for either of the parties in dispute. Copies of the report must be disclosed

to the parties who will be entitled to put written questions to the expert. They may then

rely upon the report and replies to questions when making their case.

A party who wishes to adduce expert evidence must therefore apply to the court. He may

do so when completing the allocation questionnaire or in an application for a special

direction. In so doing, he must specify the area in which expert evidence is needed and

explain why expert evidence is necessary. An estimate of cost should be given together

with the name of any particular expert suggested. Most professional bodies will have a

list of experts who are available to give expert evidence to the court and who will have

experience of the procedure and what is required of them.

SINGLE  JOINT  EXPERT

Whenever possible, the court will wish to save costs by appointing a single expert, rather

than each party appointing their own. This is likely always to be the case apart from in

very high value cases or those which turn on exceptionally difficult technical issues. The

single joint expert will therefore be instructed by both parties, who will be responsible for

payment of the expert’s fees, although with a duty to the court. The parties will be

expected to agree on the terms of reference, the matters on which the expert is to

advise, and to formulate together a letter of instructions. Each party will be entitled to

put individual questions to the expert. If they are unable to agree either on the expert to

be instructed or the matters on which he should advise, an application for directions must

be made to the court.



Either party may put written questions to either a single joint expert or an expert

instructed by the other side within 28 days of receiving a copy of the report. The

questions must however be by way of clarification of what is said in the report and must

be proportionate to the issue. They will be required to meet any additional cost of

replying. On the rare occasion where the court gives permission for each side to appoint

their own expert, it will almost always be ordered that the experts meet together and

define common ground. They are likely to be called upon to prepare a joint statement

setting out the matters on which they are in agreement and those with reasons on which

they cannot agree. On occasions, the experts will be directed to meet and discuss the

issues preparing their reports. An estimate of the cost of preparing the report should be

obtained and agreed with the other side. The usual arrangement is for each side to pay

half of the expert’s fee, which will then be recovered by the winner following trial or

settlement of the case.



CHAPTER  15 .  PREPARING

FOR  THE  HEARING

A chronology is a list of dates relevant to the case. It will help the court to understand

your case in a coherent fashion. If you are to succeed you must help the court to fully

understand your case and a well prepared chronology will do just that. It will also help

you to look at your case objectively and put everything into perspective thereby enabling

you to see any holes in your arguments. Your chronology should ideally have three

columns. The first will show the date of the event which you set out in the second column.

Use the third column for a reference to any document or paragraph in a witness

statement which relates to the event.

CHRONOLOGIES

In complex and multitrack cases, the court is likely to hold a pre-trial review (PTR). A pre-

trial review may well be ordered a few weeks before the trial date to deal with any

outstanding procedural matters and to check that the parties have complied with all

previous court orders and directions. If necessary, final directions for the conduct of the

trial and its timetable will be given. It will be your opportunity to raise any concerns and

to put any problems right before the trial. Use the time before the pre-trial review to

prepare for the trial. If you leave your preparation until after the pre-trial review, it could

well be too late to deal with any problems and ask for additional direction to put them

right.

PRE -TRIAL  REVIEWS

CASE  SUMMARIES

Sometimes you will be ordered to prepare a case summary. It should be no more than

one page and comprise a brief summary of your case. Make it non-contentious, and just

set out the nature of the dispute and the issues on which the dispute turns. Agree it with

the other side where possible.



This is to enable the court to fix the actual date for the trial within the trial window

ordered by the judge managing the case. It is also when you will be required to pay

another court fee for the trial, if you are the claimant. You will be asked to confirm

whether you have complied with all directions given. If there are matters which you have

still to attend to, you must specify these, and if you require further directions on any

issues these can be requested here. In addition, the court will require you to provide the

names of your witnesses and any special facilities which will be required. A time estimate

must be confirmed, and you must say who will be presenting your case. Make sure that

you have indeed complied with all directions and check whether the other parties have

done so as well. If they have not, you will have to consider the need to make an urgent

application to the court for them to be sanctioned. Read again your witness statements

and those of the other side. Is there anything you have missed?

PRE -TRIAL  CHECK  LISTS  

The purpose of a skeleton argument is to briefly explain to the judge what your

arguments in support of your case are going to be. It should identify the areas of dispute

and say why your version should be favoured. Put your strongest arguments in numbered

paragraphs at the beginning of the document and then develop them in a little more

detail later on. Keep what you have to say brief and to the point. The judge will ask

questions if needed, to understand the arguments more clearly. You should prepare your

skeleton argument in the days before the trial and either send or e-mail it to the court or

take it with you on the day. If you have not filed it beforehand, hand it to the usher as

soon as you arrive at court, to pass to the judge. Although it is not a requirement, it is a

courtesy to give a copy to the other side.

Ask yourself yet again what you are going to have to prove to win your case. What are

the issues of law and fact? Have you written evidence available to prove what you have

to prove and has it been disclosed. Do you have evidence to disprove what is alleged by

your opponent? What oral evidence will I need to rely upon and on my witnesses reliable?

Are they going to be believed? Do my witness statements cover all the factual evidence I

shall need to prove? Have I done everything conceivably possible to enable the court to

understand my case? Finally, ask yourself what risks there are in going ahead with the

trial and if even now it is possible to settle.

SKELETON  ARGUMENTS



The trial bundle will contain all the relevant documents relating to the case. It must be

properly paginated and indexed. The usual procedure is for the trial bundle to be

prepared by the claimant, and directions as to this will usually have been given for

bundles to be filed and served not more than 7 or less than 3 days before the trial. Very

often however, where the claimant acts in person and the defendant is represented,

there will be an order made that the defendant files the trial bundle. The trial bundle

should be in the following sections:

TRIAL  BUNDLES

Trial bundles should always be agreed. The party making up the bundle will prepare a

draft index and send this agreement to the other side. They may then ask that further

documents be added. If they object to the inclusion of any documents, these should be

extracted and kept separately for a decision by the judge, at the start of the case.

Index. There must be a proper and detailed index showing every document in the

bundle, numbered in the order which they appear. Make sure that every document

has a different reference number

;The case summary, chronologies and skeleton arguments; 

Statements of case and any other pleadings;

Court orders up until the trial;

Claimant’s witness statements;

Defendant’s witness statements;

Any experts’ reports;

Photographs, plans or the like, which will be referred to;

Other documents which will be referred to;

Correspondence between the parties.

MCKENZIE  FRIENDS

You may well wish to take someone to court with you to assist and give you support.

Litigants have the right to have reasonable assistance from a layperson, sometimes

called a McKenzie friend. They will have no right to act for you or address the court,

make oral submissions or examine witnesses, but can provide moral support, take notes,

help with case papers and quietly give advice on any aspect of the conduct of the case.

While there is ordinarily a right to receive reasonable assistance from a McKenzie friend,

the court retains the power to refuse to permit such assistance. 



CHAPTER  16 .  

THE  HEARING

Leave plenty of time to get to court. Get there at least an hour before the time your case

is due to be heard. You should dress sensibly in smart and tidy clothing, as a mark of

respect to the court and the occasion. Once you have passed through security, you

should check the daily court lists, which are usually displayed near the entrance, to find

the number of the court room where your case is listed to be heard. On arriving at your

court, check in with the usher who will be able to tell you whether the other side have

arrived, and if they are represented by a solicitor or barrister. If so, you can expect them

to want to speak to you. They are of course there to represent their client, but are also

officers of the court, and as such have a duty of fair play and not to mislead you. They

may well wish to hand you a skeleton argument or copies of authorities on which they

intend to rely, and you should reciprocate and hand them a copy of your skeleton

argument and any other documents you intend to rely upon at the hearing.

They may also wish to discuss the possibility of reaching a settlement. Do not be afraid to

discuss a compromise of the issues and listen to any proposals they may have. Before

doing so however, agree with them that the discussions are ‘without prejudice’, and any

offers to settle will not be brought to the judge’s notice unless accepted.

SETTLING  ON  THE  STEPS  OF  THE  COURT

A surprising number of cases settle moments before the trial is due to start. Do not be

deterred from trying to reach an agreement even at this late stage. If you are in

meaningful discussion with the other side which could lead to a settlement, most judges

will agree to give you time, providing sufficient time is left to hear the case, if the

discussions rate down. Remember that there is always a risk to litigation. You may be

entirely confident of your case and sure of winning, but that may well go for your

opponent as well. If you lose after a trial, it is going to be very expensive, as you are

likely to have to pay the other side’s costs, which will be considerable if they are

represented by a solicitor or barrister. If an agreement can be reached inclusive of costs,

there are many advantages. If your witness can’t attend, you must tell the other side and

the judge, and ask to rely upon their witness statement – this will usually be allowed, but

less weight given.



Prepare but do not coach your witness. If you do, that will be noticed. Take your witness

through their statement, the statements of your other witnesses and the statements of

the opposition. Show them the trial bundle and the documents which will be relevant to

the case. Make sure that your witness can remember the documents to which they were

involved. Your case will be heard either by a district judge or a circuit judge. District

judges sometimes hear cases in their chambers, or your case may be heard in a more

formal courtroom. When you enter the court you will be shown where to sit, which will be

either alongside your opponent or their representative, on the front row if a courtroom, or

on the opposite side of the table, if in a district judge’s chambers. Your witnesses will be

expected to wait outside until called to give evidence, unless the judge agrees that they

may sit in court, after which they may sit at the back of the court.

Usually, the claimant goes first and will open the proceedings with a short opening

speech introducing the case and the issues to be decided. He will then present his

evidence and call his witnesses. They will give their evidence from the witness box,

usually by confirming under oath that what they have said in their witness statement is

true. They will then be cross-examined on their evidence by the other side. Once the

claimant has finished giving evidence and has called all his witnesses, it will be the turn

of the defendant. 

The judge will probably start by identifying all those present. You should address a

district judge as ‘Sir’ or ‘Madam’, and a circuit judge as ‘Your Honour’. The role of the

judge is to preside over the trial and to make sure that it is conducted in an orderly and

proper fashion in accordance with the law and rules of evidence. He or she will decide

issues of fact and the reliability of evidence, and having done so apply these to the law.

Issues of fact are decided on the ‘balance of probability’, or in other words what is more

likely than not to be correct.It will be one of the duties of the judge to ensure a level

playing ground during the trial. You must not be disadvantaged if the other side is

represented by a solicitor or barrister. The judge must ensure that you have every

opportunity to fully put forward your evidence and arguments, and will assist you to do

this. You must appreciate however the limits to which a judge can go. The judge can help

you with procedure, but cannot advise you on the law or tell you what questions you

should ask a witness and the arguments you should advance. He cannot ‘enter the arena’

in a way which could be seen as favouring one party over the other.Some judges sit

quietly throughout and make notes of what is being said with few comments. Other

judges are more vocal and will ask questions, and often interrupt the proceedings to

make a particular point.



It will then be time for final submissions. Usually, the defendant will make a speech first,

where he will draw together all the points in favour of his case and why the judge should

find in his favour. The claimant, who carries the burden of proof, will then have the last

word in persuading the judge to find for him.

Keep your questions short and make sure you only ask one question at a time. It is easy to

make your questions long and rambling, so as to suggest the answer you are trying to

get. It is not the time to make a speech when you are questioning a witness. You must

avoid asking a string of questions at the one time. You may also not ask what is known as

a ‘leading question’ to your own witness, although you may to a witness for your

opponent. A leading question is a question which is put in such a way as to suggest the

answer.

The purpose of a cross-examination is to raise doubts in the judge’s mind as to the

reliability of what the witness has said. You must therefore point out inconsistencies in

what is said in documents and statements of other witnesses. Be polite and courteous to

the witness. Your cross-examination of a witness will be based upon their witness

statement. Before you start your cross-examination, underline or mark everything on their

witness statement with which you do not agree as correct. Are there inconsistencies? Is

what is said supported by documents or statements by other witnesses? You may well be

able to show that what the witness says about events have been fitted around their

argument and is not a true recollection of what happened. It can be a good tactic to ask

a witness to recount an important event in their own words. You may well find that this is

very different from what is said in their witness statement, drafted to fit the events

around their argument.

CROSS -EXAMINATION

FINAL  SUBMISSIONS

Your final submissions may well be based upon your skeleton argument, if you have

prepared one. You will explain to the judge how the evidence which has been presented

goes to support your argument, and give the reasons why your evidence should be

preferred over that of the other side. It is unlikely that the judge will want to hear a long

rambling speech, simply repeating what has already been said. Keep your final

submissions short, and restrict them to an analysis of the evidence and showing how this

goes to support your case. Emphasise the strengths of your case and the weaknesses of

your opponent’s.



Once each side has made their final submissions, the judge will give his ruling. This may

be immediate or the judge may wish to withdraw to his chambers to consider his notes

and decide the ruling. The judgement when given will be reasoned and deal with the

factual and legal issues, and the evidence which has been heard to decide these. It will

set out the facts which have been accepted and the law which has been applied to give

judgement to one side or the other. Once judgement has been given, the judge will

consider the question of costs, which will usually be awarded to the winning side. If

possible, these will be summarily assessed and an order made. To assist the judge in

assessing the costs, you should have ready for presentation a statement of the costs you

wish to claim. If it is not possible for the judge to assess the costs, he is likely to make an

order for costs to be assessed, if not agreed between the parties.

Costs are always at the discretion of the court. The basic principle, however, is that the

loser pays the costs of the winner. Once the judge has decided a case, he will deal with

costs and assess these on what is known as the ‘standard’ basis. These will be costs

which are proportionate to the issues. Therefore, costs which have been unreasonably

incurred or are unreasonably great and not proportionate to the issues will not be

allowed. The court will exercise its discretion not only as to whether one party should pay

the other party’s costs and the amount, but also when and how they are to be paid.

Should the court take the view that a claim should not have been brought or that a

defence was totally without merit, it may order costs on an ‘indemnity’ basis. These will

be more generous, and any doubt will be resolved in the favour of the receiving party

without recourse to proportionality. However, costs unreasonably incurred or excessive

will not be allowed.

COSTS

When considering costs, the judge will always take into account the conduct of the

parties. This will include conduct as well as during the proceedings, and in particular the

extent to which the parties followed any relevant pre-action protocol. The judge will

consider whether it was reasonable for a party to raise, to sue or contest a particular

allegation or issue and the manner in which this was done.

You should always prepare a statement of your costs before attending a hearing, so that

you have it ready to pass to the judge to help him assess your costs, if they are to be

awarded to you.



The hourly rate, where actual loss cannot be shown, is now £18 an hour, having been

increased from £9.25 an hour from October 2011. When a financial loss can be

established, the maximum that can be claimed by a litigant in person is two thirds of the

amount which would have been allowed, should a solicitor or barrister have been

instructed. It is for you to prove the financial loss incurred by the time spent preparing a

case or attending a hearing. As was said by one judge, this may be easier for a small

businessman who has turned away work to deal with the case or an employee who has

lost wages than it may be for a retired person with time to spare. A litigant in person may

also claim for disbursements which would have been incurred, had he been represented.

These will certainly include postage telephone and travel costs together with court fees,

and should also include any payments recently made for legal services relating to the

proceedings. Whether time spent on research is recoverable is a somewhat grey area,

which will be at the discretion of the judge.

A litigant in person is entitled to their costs in the same way as a represented litigant.

Costs can be claimed for work carried out preparing for and attending a hearing and for

expenses and losses incurred by reason of the litigation. Costs claimed can be

calculated in one of two ways:

LIT IGANT  IN  PERSON ’S  COSTS

an hourly rate to reflect actual financial loss; 

ora fixed hourly charge, where actual loss cannot be established.



It is not possible to have two bites at the cherry. In most cases, the judge’s decision is

final and you will not be able to appeal simply because you feel that the judge got it

wrong. Failure to put your case properly to the court is not a ground for appeal. An

appeal court will only hear the evidence that was put before the lower court, and fresh

evidence will not usually be admissible if it was available at the trial. The grounds for

appeal are limited, and you will need permission either from the judge who heard the

case or from the appeal court. It is unlikely that the trial judge will allow you to appeal,

unless a difficult or unusual question of law has arisen, which he believes is worthy of

consideration by another judge. The appeal court will initially consider the application for

permission to appeal on paper from your application. If it is refused, you will have the

right to apply within seven days of notice of refusal for an oral hearing. You may then

appear before the appeal court and argue your case to be allowed to appeal. If

permission is refused, there are no further possible steps you can take.

CHAPTER  17 .  

APPEALS

GROUNDS  

FOR  APPEAL

An appeal court will only allow an

appeal where it can be shown that the

decision of the lower court was clearly

wrong, or that there has been an

injustice because of a serious

procedural or other irregularity in the

proceedings. A decision can only be

shown as being wrong when the trial

judge can be shown to have made an

error in the law or of a fact in issue in

the case, or has erred in the exercise of

his discretion to a significant extent.



An injunction is a court order which orders a person to stop doing something or to do a

particular act or thing. The former is known as ‘prohibitory injunction’ and the latter a

‘mandatory injunction’.  A breach of an injunction is generally punishable as a contempt

of court, and in some circumstances can lead to imprisonment. Applying for an injunction

will be a positive early tactical move. The advantage you gain can be difficult to reverse.

It shows that you mean business and that you are prepared to enforce your rights through

the court. Not only will you establish your entitlements that the consequences of having

them breached will be made apparent. An early timetable to resolve issues will be

established, and if your opponent receives a bloody nose after opposing your application

he may well be more willing to negotiate a settlement in the light of your success.

CHAPTER  18 .

INJUNCTIONS

GROUNDS  

FOR  APPEAL

An application for an injunction will usually be made after court proceedings have been

commenced. However, a court can grant an injunction before the start of court

proceedings if the matter is urgent, necessary in the interests of justice, or to protect a

person or property. An injunction made before a case goes to trial is known as an

‘interlocutory’ or ‘interim’ injunction. It will be expressed to remain in force for a

particular period of time or until the matter comes to trial or further order. When the

matter comes to trial, the court will decide whether or not to make a ‘final’ injunction.

Injunctions are a discretionary remedy. The court is never obliged to grant an injunction,

and will use its discretion to only grant an injunction where it appears to be just and

necessary to do so. As an equitable remedy, the granting of an injunction will be subject

to certain conditions. A delay in making the application can be fatal. Delay defeats

equity. Any delay in applying for an injunction can seriously affect the prospects of one

being granted. Secondly, the party applying for the injunction must have ‘clean hands’.

They must have acted properly themselves.

threatening to invade (or has invaded) your legal or equitable rights; 

orthreatening to behave (or has behaved) in an unconscionable manner.

The party applying for an injunction must have a valid underlying claim. You must be able

to show that you have a substantive cause of action. There must be circumstances

entitling you to seek legal redress, and you must either have issued these proceedings or

undertake to the court to do so whether applying for an interim injunction. You must also

be able to show that the other side is either:



The usual purpose of an interim (or interlocutory) injunction is to preserve the status quo

until a matter can be heard and decided by the court. When considering whether to

make an interim injunction, the court will apply certain principles established in the

famous case of American Cyanamid Co v Ethicon Ltd.

INTERIM  INJUNCTIONS

The applicant must establish that he has a good arguable claim to the right, which he

is seeking to protect.

The court will not attempt to decide the claim, and need only satisfy itself that there

is a serious question to be decided and that the claim is not frivolous or vexatious.

If these tests are satisfied, the court will exercise its discretion on the balance of

convenience. It will look at whether damages would be a sufficient remedy, whether the

respondent is likely to be able to pay damages, and whether the potential damages are

repairable or outside the scope of pecuniary compensation. The balance of convenience

will usually involve retaining the status quo, even if that results in delay to a new intended

activity. Interim injunctions can be obtained either ‘on notice’ or ‘without notice’. With an

‘on notice’ application, the other side is told that the application for an injunction is

being made and when and where it will be heard, in order that they might attend. A

‘without notice’ or ‘ex parte’ application is made without the other party having any

notice of the application or being given the opportunity to be present at the application

hearing. The court will only grant a ‘without notice’ injunction where there are good

reasons for not giving the respondent notice. If this is not considered to be the case, the

court is likely to adjourn the application and require you to serve notice on the

respondent. A party applying ‘ex parte’ must disclose all relevant facts to the court,

including any matters favourable to the other side. A failure to do this may result in the

injunction being set aside, together with an order to pay the costs of the other party and

damages for any harm caused by the injunction.

If the court grants an ‘ex parte’ injunction, it will fix a date for a further hearing, with all

parties present, and the interim injunction will only last until the date of that hearing.

Alternatively, the interim injunction may be expressed to last indefinitely (or until trial),

but say that the party subject to the injunction can apply to the court to vary or

discharge the undertaking. The court will almost always reserve the matter of costs until

the adjourned hearing. At the further hearing, the party that is subject to the injunction

can argue that the injunction should not have been granted or should be set aside. He

will then also seek his costs and if successful in showing that an injunction was not

warranted is likely to be awarded them.



In general, before granting an interim injunction, the court will require the party applying

for the injunction to give the other side an undertaking as to costs and compensate that

party for any harm or loss that the injunction may cause, should the court decide at a

later date that the injunction should not have been granted or should be discharged.

Depending on the circumstances of the case, the damages awarded under a cross-

undertaking can be substantial. The court may also require the party applying for the

injunction to demonstrate that they have the means to meet any liability under the

undertaking. If they are outside England and Wales, they may have to put and leave funds

in England and Wales as a deposit for any such liability. The ability or otherwise of the

party applying for an injunction to meet its potential liability under an undertaking is

taken into account in deciding whether or not to grant an injunction. On application, the

court may make the following orders under CPR 25:

UNDERTAKING  AS  TO  DAMAGES

an injunction or interim injunction,

an order for the detection, custody or preservation of property,

an order to deliver up goods,

a freezing injunction,

a search order.

There is nothing to prevent an injunction being made against someone who is resident in

England and Wales in relation to assets which are out of the jurisdiction. Problems of

enforcement may however arise.

APPLICATION  PROCEDURE  FOR  AN  INJUNCTION

Applications for injunction may be made to either the County Court or the High Court.

The application should be made to the court that is or will be dealing with the main

claim. If proceedings have been issued in a main action, that case number should be

quoted and the application made in that case. The application notice must state what

order is being sought and the reason behind the application. Usually, the application

should be supported with a statement of evidence. If the applicant wishes to rely on

anything in the application notice as evidence, it must be verified by a statement of truth

in the form of a witness statement giving all material facts of which the court should be

aware. Any relevant documents or photographs should be exhibited to the statement.

Injunctions are normally argued on the basis of statements rather than witnesses being

present and giving evidence. When an application is ‘without notice’, the witness

statement must explain why notice has not been given or is not appropriate.



When an application is made ‘without notice’, the application is under an absolute

obligation to make the fullest possible disclosure of all material facts within his

knowledge, and if he does not do so he will be penalised and lose the order wrongly

obtained. An injunction made ‘without notice’ will usually require the party applying for

the injunction to provide undertakings: to serve the application notice, supporting

evidence and the injunction on the respondent as soon as possible. This will include

notice of the ‘return date’ which will be fixed by the court, and at which the respondent

will have the opportunity to argue that the injunction should be set aside. The order is

effective as soon as made, but cannot be enforced until served upon the respondent.

Wherever possible, the order should be personally served.

There is an obligation on the applicant for an injunction to provide the court with all

available information. Especially in the case of an application ‘without notice’ and where

the other side is not present, the court must be informed of any point that might help the

other side or which the other side would have made if it had been present. If the court

subsequently considers that the party applying for the injunction has not fully disclosed

all the facts, it will set aside the injunction, and order that the applicant pays all costs

involved.If the injunction application is made ‘on notice’, it must be served on the other

side, together with supporting witness statements and copies of any draft orders the

applicant is seeking, as soon as possible after it has been issued by the court. In any

event, this must be at least 3 days before the hearing of the application.

URGENT  APPLICATIONS  AND  

APPLICATIONS  ‘WITHOUT  NOTICE ’

In cases of extreme urgency, an application can be made orally, and without a formal

application and written statement of evidence. The court will then require an undertaking

from the applicant to issue the application, pay the court fee and file at court, and serve

on the other side written evidence forthwith. An application ‘without notice’ should only

be made where there is exceptional urgency and the overriding objectives of the court

are best furthered by doing so. The application notice must then be served as soon as

possible. Where an application notice should be served out there is not sufficient time to

do so, informal notice of the application should be given unless these circumstances of

the application require secrecy.

A chronology is also likely to assist the court, and a skeleton argument will help to explain

the reasons behind your application. A bundle of exhibits should be prepared where

necessary.



Common law injunctions. These are sometimes called ‘assault & trespass injunctions’.

They are intended to prevent somebody coming to your property and assaulting you. A

power of arrest will not usually be attached. They are not available for somebody living in

the house with you and the alternative of a protection from harassment injunction will

usually be used.

(a) which amounts to harassment of another, and

(b) which he knows or ought to know amounts to harassment of the other.’

return documents or equipment belonging to the employer;

prohibit misuse or return of databases;

disclose what customers have been contacted for improper purposes.

TYPES  OF  INJUNCTIONS

Employment injunctions. Injunctions may be sought to restrain employees from

breaching restrictive covenants or disclosing confidential information. Orders can also be

obtained requiring employees to amongst other things:

Protection from harassment injunctions. The Protection from Harassment Act 1997 is

the main legislation dealing with harassment. It creates 2 criminal offences (sections 2 &

4) and also authorises civil courts to award damages and make injunctions in harassment

cases (section 3).The most important part of the Act is Section 1 which states that:‘A

person must not pursue a course of conduct.

Section 7 defines ‘harassment’ as including causing alarm or causing distress, and states

that a ‘course of conduct’ must involve conduct on at least 2 occasions.

UNDERTAKINGS

Where an application has been made to the court for an injunction or order, the

respondent may oppose the application, denying the allegations made, but may

nevertheless agree to give an undertaking (a binding promise) to the court not to behave

in a certain way, e.g. an undertaking not to use or threaten violence or harass the

applicant. In doing so, the respondent would not be admitting any of the conduct

complained of. Applications for injunctions are frequently resolved by the giving of

undertakings, and will save the court the time and expense of a fully contested hearing.

If the respondent breached the terms of his undertaking, he may be brought back before

the court and an application made for his committal to prison. However, a power of

arrest may not be attached to an undertaking.



Breach of an injunction (or undertaking) can amount to a contempt of court, which is

punishable by a fine or imprisonment. Orders cannot be enforced unless the respondent

has been served with notice or otherwise informed of the order. To avoid any doubt,

personal service should be affected and an affidavit of service prepared. If the

respondent breaches the injunction order having received notice of it, committal

proceedings for contempt of court may be brought. These proceedings should not be

lightly brought, as the likely penalty (which could well be imprisonment for up to 2 years)

is tightly regulated. If the breach is merely technical and no harm has been suffered,

committal proceedings are not likely to succeed and you will run the risk of a costs order

being made against you.

BREACH  OF  INJUNCTION  ORDERS

For an application to succeed, there is no need to show an intention to disobey the

injunction. Providing that the respondent has capacity to understand, it is only necessary

to show beyond reasonable doubt that a breach occurred. It will be possible for the

respondent accused of contempt to apply to the pool to purge his contempt. This is in

effect a plea for forgiveness.



If you have obtained your court judgment and it has not been paid as ordered by the

court, it will be down to you to enforce payment. There are a number of ways in which

the court can help, but you have to take the initiative. It does not happen automatically

and the court will do nothing unless asked. Unfortunately, this is going to mean more

work and payment of a court fee, although if successful, you will get back the court fee,

as it will be added to the judgment debt.  You will however have the further trouble and

hassle of further court action. There are various options and enforcement methods open

to you. Sometimes, the best option will be obvious. For example, if your judgment debtor

owns a house and property, you may go for a charging order or a warrant of execution to

send in the bailiffs. If he is in regular employment, you may go for a deduction of

earnings order. Sometimes however, the best way to enforce your judgment is not clear

and you need further information concerning the debtor’s means. This can be obtained by

applying for an order for oral examination.

CHAPTER  19 .  

ENFORCING  JUDGEMENT

GROUNDS  

FOR  APPEAL

Oral examination is not in itself a method of enforcement. It does not get any money in,

but rather than have to give details on oath of his financial circumstances, your debtor

may decide to just pay up. If not, it will provide you with the information necessary to

decide which method of enforcement is most likely to succeed. An order to obtain

information – which on application to the court will be served on the judgment debtor –

will establish whether the debtor is employed and what their earnings are, in order to

consider an attachment of earnings order. It will show whether the debtor has any

valuable assets which could be seized under a warrant of execution, whether the debtor

owns any property under which a charging order could be obtained, and whether the

debtor has savings which could be claimed under a third party charging order. The

information which the debtor gives to the court must be verified on oath, and is your best

chance of getting reliable information from the debtor. Providing untrue or incomplete

information to the court is perjury and can result in a prison sentence. Indeed, some

debtors will prefer to pay up rather than have to attend court and reveal their financial

situation.

ORDERS  TO  OBTAIN  INFORMATION  

(ORAL  EXAMINATION )



The oral examination is conducted in private and usually by an officer of the court. The

debtor must answer the questions put to him. It is open to you as the creditor to attend

court and put questions either directly yourself or through the court officer. If you choose

not to attend, the court will usually limit their questioning to those on the standard Form

EX140.If, as often is the case, you want to know more than is on the form, it is best for

you to attend to have your individual questions put and to generally give the debtor a

hard time. It is also useful to be able to see the debtor's body language and how he

reacts to the questioning. If you cannot attend, write to the court with any supplemental

questions you want put or list these with the application. Often, the debtor will not show

up for the hearing. The debtor is given the benefit of any doubt the first time round and

the court will set another time and date. If the debtor again fails to attend without giving

good reason, he is likely to be held in contempt of court, for which he could be sent to

prison. This time, the court bailiff will serve a notice of the oral examination in order that

service can be proved. If after this there is still no attendance by the debtor, the judge

may well issue a warrant for the debtor’s arrest.

The debtor is entitled to ask for conduct money to meet the costs of travel to court. Pay

this money promptly directly to the debtor. If you do not do so and the debtor does not

turn up for the hearing, you may have provided him with the excuse he needs for his

absence and persuade the judge not to issue a warrant for his arrest. Oral examinations

can be conducted against the directors of a limited company. The directors’ names and

addresses can be obtained from Company’s House in Cardiff. There is a small fee to pay.

The procedure is the same as for an individual, but must be transferred and heard at the

directors’ local court. Application for an order to obtain information is made on Form

N316 without notice and issued in the court making the judgement. Form N316A  is used

when the examination is of the director of a company.

WARRANT  OF  CONTROL

A warrant of control is an order from the court that the court bailiffs should enter the

debtor’s home or business premises in order to either collect the money owed under the

judgement, or take away the debtor’s belongings for sale at auction to satisfy the debt.It

is usually the method of enforcement considered first, and is the method most commonly

used. Unfortunately, statistics show that it is not particularly effective. The procedure for

issue of a warrant of control is straightforward and simply requires completion of Form

N323 and payment of the fee. No court attendance is necessary. The form is

straightforward and should be issued under the claim number and in the action in which

judgment was obtained. The court fee payable is £100.



A warrant will be issued and passed to the county court bailiff who will attempt to

collect the debt. Unfortunately, delay is usual. It may well be that the debtor has no

goods of sufficient value to justify the cost of removal and sale. Equally usual is for the

bailiff to enter into an arrangement of ‘walking possession’, whereby payment by

instalments will be agreed on condition that the bailiff will not then remove goods. This

causes delay, as it is only if the instalments agreed by the bailiff are not kept up that

further action will be taken. Bailiffs are not allowed to break into the debtor’s home, but

they can force entry into business premises, as long as these do not include residential

accommodation. There are certain items which bailiffs cannot take away. These include

basic household and personal belongings, items which the debtor needs in order to work,

items which do not belong to the debtor and items which are not worth the cost of

removing and selling. Clearly, if the debtor has no money and no valuable belongings, a

warrant of control is a total waste of time.

Following the issue of a warrant of control, the court will first send a letter to the debtor

advising that if the debt is not paid at once, bailiffs will call to collect the money or seize

goods for sale at auction. The court should keep you informed of the success or

otherwise of the bailiffs. Often, you will simply receive a letter saying that the bailiffs

cannot find the debtor, or that the debtor has no belongings worth seizing. If this

happens, you should keep the pressure up. Ask the bailiffs to try again by completing

Form N445. You can also use this form to give further information to the bailiffs which

might assist. A photograph of the debtor is particularly useful. There will however be a

further fee to pay. It is open to the debtor to apply to the court to suspend the warrant

of control on condition that payment by instalments is made. The court will advise you if

this happens. If you refuse to agree the suspension, a hearing will be fixed before a

district judge, who will decide whether to suspend the warrant, any conditions that will

apply to a suspension, and how much the debtor can afford to pay.

More effective than county court bailiffs

is for enforcement to be transferred to

the High Court. A writ of ‘fee fa’ will then

be issued out of the High Court and the

debt will be collected by the undersheriff

of the relevant county. They are generally

accepted as more forceful in collecting

debts than county court bailiffs.



Attachment of earnings orders are a very effective method of enforcement, but can only

be used where a judgement debtor is in regular employment. It is an order of the court

that a judgement debt be paid by instalments out of the judgement debtor’s earnings

from employment. The debtor’s employer is ordered to deduct money from the debtor’s

wages and send the money to the court. Attachments of earnings orders are available for

judgement debts of more than £50. The amount is payable immediately, once the debtor

has failed to pay, and can also be used if payment by instalments has been ordered. To

apply for an attachment of earnings order, you simply need to complete Form N337 and

pay the prescribed fee.  The court will then do everything else. They will obtain details of

the judgement debtor’s earnings from the judgement debtor, and if necessary from the

employer. The application for an attachment of earnings order must be made to the

debtor’s home court to which the case may have to be transferred.

ATTACHMENT  OF  EARNINGS  ORDERS

The court will write to the debtor telling him to either pay the amount due, or if he

cannot, complete Form N56. If the debtor does not reply, this could ultimately lead to his

arrest, being brought before the court, and being required to fill in the form at court. The

court will not make an attachment of earnings order against a person who cannot afford

to pay, and it will not make an order that removes the incentive for a debtor to remain in

employment. A protected earnings rate will be fixed, and the court will make an order

that results in the debtor being allowed to keep an amount which is deemed necessary

for the living expenses of the debtor and his family. A court fee of £100 is payable, unless

there is an existing attachment of earnings order against this debtor. If so, you can ask

for your debt to be consolidated with the existing order. A fee of 10p for every £1 of

money paid into court is deducted by the court for their expenses from the money before

it is paid out under the order.

From the information given on the Form N56 above, the court will calculate the protected

earnings rate. A prescribed formula is used to decide the amount that can be deducted

from the judgement debtor's earnings. In some cases, the debtor’s income will be

insufficient to enable an order to be made as allowances always given for necessary

expenditure. The debtor must be allowed enough to live on, and so the court will fix a

protected earnings rate. Take-home pay will not be reduced below the protected rate.

The court will then fix a normal contribution rate based on the surplus income.



Example: The court fixes a protected earnings rate of £200 a week and a normal

deduction rate of £25 a week. If the debtor earns £250 in one week, then the full

deduction of £25 must be paid and the debtor will take home £225. However, if in this

week he only earns £210, the amount to be paid to the court will be £10 and the amount

of £200 is safeguarded. Where the judgement debtor cooperates by giving the court all

requested information promptly, a suspended order will be made. This means that so long

as the judgement debtor pays the appropriate sum voluntarily each week as required, the

order will not be forwarded to the employer. This will save the judgement debtor not only

the employer’s administration fee, but also possible embarrassment with his employer.

However if the Forties made, then the suspension is lifted and the order is sent to the

employer.

If you think that the protected earnings rate fixed by the court is wrong, you can ask them

to reconsider. Application is by way of Form N244 (the ordinary notice of application)

and payment of a further fee. The court will then fix a hearing before a district judge,

who will make the appropriate decision. If the debtor becomes unemployed, the

attachment of earnings orders lapses, but can be reinstated if the debtor gets another

job. Application for this is again on Form N337.If the debtor changes jobs, it is for you to

find out the name and address of the new employer and then by way of Form N446 to

ask the court to advise the new employer.

THIRD  PARTY  CHARGING  ORDERS

This is an order requiring a third party to pay a debt to the judgement creditor from

money otherwise owed to the judgement debtor. It is made without notice to the debtor,

as clearly otherwise he would move his money on. The court can order that a debtor’s

money held in a bank or building society account be paid directly to you in payment of

your judgement debt. Clearly, the order will be ineffective unless there is actually money

in the debtor’s bank at the time the bank receives the order, and it is necessary to have

the judgement debtor's bank details to apply for the order.

The application is made on Form N349 to the court which made the judgement order.The

district judge will make an interim third party debt order and fix a date to consider

whether it should be made final. The interim order will direct that until this hearing, the

third party must not make any payment which reduces the amount he or she owes the

judgement debtor to less than the amount specified in the order. Thus, you will not get

any money until the hearing, but the money will be frozen in the debtor’s account. 



If either the judgement debtor or the third party objects to the making of a final order, he

or she must file and serve written evidence, stating the grounds of his or her objection

not less than 3 days before the hearing. The order will not apply to money which comes

into the account after the order is made. Also, a third party debt order cannot be made

over a joint bank account. The difficulty can be finding out in sufficient detail where the

debtor keeps his money. Another problem is getting the third party debt order issued

before the debtor hears of your plans and moves the money away. For a third party debt

order therefore, you need good information, perfect timing and to be able to take the

debtor by surprise.

CHARGING  ORDERS

These are court orders by which a judgement debt is secured against property owned by

the debtor. It is a sort of mortgage, with you in the role of lender. Charging orders can

also be obtained over investment assets such as shares. Its advantage over a third party

debt order is that bricks and mortar are more difficult to conceal. However, its

disadvantage is that it does not realise money straight away, and you will have to wait or

apply for the property to be sold. The difficulties can also be that the property may have

little equity and already be subject to a heavy mortgage. Any existing mortgage will take

priority over the charge now granted. If there is little or no equity, the court may be

reluctant to make a charging order. They will also be unlikely to do so if the judgement

debt is for a small amount.

The charging order procedure is in two stages. File your application using Form N379.On

filing the application, the court will issue a temporary charge, known as a charging order

nisi or interim charging order over the property, and fix a hearing date. The interim

charging order will remain in effect until the hearing, and prevent the debtor from selling

or otherwise disposing of the property.

If the property is jointly owned, a charging order can still be obtained but it will only

apply to the debtor’s share of the property. When there is a joint owner, it can be more

difficult to obtain an order for sale. It is however possible, having obtained a charging

order, to obtain an order for sale and the knowledge that he could lose his home can be

sufficient encouragement for the debtor to miraculously find the money to pay the

judgement.The first thing to do is to apply to the Land Registry for the title number of the

debtor’s property. This can be done online here.Once you have the title number, you can

apply for a copy of the register for the property. This will confirm who the registered

owner(s) are and give details of mortgages and other charges over the property.



A charging order cannot be made where a county court has made an order for payment

of the judgement debt by instalments and there is no default in these payments. Once

you have the interim charge, it should be registered by you with the Land Registry. Copies

of the interim charging order, together with the application notice and any documents

filed in support must be served not less than 21 days before the hearing on the judgement

debtor. You must also serve a copy of the interim charging order and your supporting

affidavit on any other person with a mortgage, or charge over the property and any co-

owner of the property. Service by first-class post is sufficient. The court may direct that

other creditors which have been disclosed in the application notice also be served. If the

judgement debtor objects to the making of a final charging order, he must file written

evidence stating the ground of objection not less than seven days before the hearing. If

the interim charging order is confirmed, fixed costs will be awarded plus disbursements.

When a final charging order absolute is made, you must then arrange for the charge to

be registered by way of notice or caution with the Land Registry. It is then for you to

apply for sale the property. This will be done with a Part 8 claim Form N208, enclosing a

copy of the charging order and written evidence. Where property is owned by more than

one person, a sale may not be ordered. Usually, 6 months must elapse before an order for

sale will be made.

STATUTORY  DEMANDS

Service of a statutory demand is the method by which a creditor (whether or not a

judgement creditor) threatens a debtor with bankruptcy or winding up. The prescribed

form is not a court document, and the court is not involved in any way at this stage. The

statutory demand gives details of the debt and demands that the debtor should pay the

debt, or secure or compound it to the creditor’s satisfaction. The debt must be for at

least £750. The demand contains a warning that if payment is not made within 21 days of

service, bankruptcy or winding up proceedings can follow. 

If the debtor is an individual, he or she may apply to the court for the statutory demand

to be set aside. There is no such procedure in the case of companies, but a similar result

can be obtained by applying to the court for an injunction to restrain advertisement of a

winding up petition. If the creditor knows that the debt is disputed on substantial

grounds, then it is likely to be preferable to sue on the debt rather than serve a statutory

demand, which the court is likely to set aside. Form 6.2 is used for a debt based upon a

court judgement or order Section 268 (1) (b).


